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A LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

It’s hard to believe we’re nearly halfway through 2021. Since the beginning of the year, we’ve experienced new perspectives, new 

ideas, new trends, and a new way of life. The past year has been filled with memories, both doleful and uplifting. But through it 

all, Agentinc. has grown not just as a business, but also as a team. We’ve forged stronger bonds with clients, recently launched 

several ancillary companies to support our core vision, and added hundreds of new, exciting, experienced, and dedicated 

agents to our roster in an effort to give all of those we do business with the most elite, world class service grounded in love, 

faith, and hope.

Which brings me to our cover. Each year, Pantone selects a color that will set the trend and mood for thousands of brands, 

designers, and products across a myriad of industries. For 2021, they selected two colors: Ultimate Gray and Illuminating—two 

shades that work in harmony with each other to evoke “a message of happiness supported by fortitude.” The yellow represents 

optimism, something to look forward to. The gray is the foundation, the rock on which we build our vision.

But it’s more than just the visual interpretation and emotion of these colors that send a message. It’s the idea that two colors, 

just like two of us, can create one unified emotion. 2021 so far has been a year in which we’ve focused on working together, both 

spiritually and professionally, to realize our ultimate illuminating goals. One year ago, we learned that it takes a village to survive 

and to thrive. Now, our new and enlightened future is based on working together to expand our expectations and reach the 

goals we have set for ourselves. Just like those two colors, Agentinc. is here to work directly with you to paint the remainder of 

2021 a heartening color, one rich in value and ambition. 

As for Orange County real estate, 2021 picked right up where 2020 left off—right now in the peak of “real estate season,” it’s a 

hot sellers market. Low inventory and still low (yet rising) mortgage rates means competition is high and properties are flying 

off the shelves faster at higher asking prices. We’ve all seen it on the news or read about it right here in Elevated—there is an 

internal migration happening in California. Urban areas that were once essential for professionals to inhabit are becoming less 

desirable with the advent of remote work. With Millennials starting families, Gen X’ers sending kids off to college, and Gen Z 

climbing the ladder, more and more luxury buyers are opting for life outside the city in places that provide better schools, more 

space, more nature, and more safety. And Orange County checks all the boxes when it comes to those demands. 

But, as you all know, the market fluctuates. And with the lowering numbers of Covid-19 across California, we can expect things 

to begin to even out as 2021 continues to progress. So, if you’re thinking about selling your luxury home or downsizing, now is 

the time to strike! 

But for now, please enjoy our spring issue of Elevated. We’ve got agent and architect spotlights, culinary hotspots, wonderful gift 

ideas, and magnificent luxury properties for you to take a peek at. 

From all of us at Agentinc., we look forward to helping you realize all of your luxury real estate and lifestyle goals throughout the 

remainder of 2021…and beyond.

God bless,

John McMonigle

Founder, Agent Inc.

John McMonigle
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James Carona and Heather Sacre are the founders of Heather James Fine Art, which 
include galleries in Palm Desert, San Francisco, Jackson Hole, New York and Montecito, 
along with consultancies in Los Angeles, Orange County, Chicago, Austin, Basel, and 
New Orleans. With a deep interest in art, history, cultures and education, Jim and Heather 
opened their first gallery 24 years ago, collecting and selling major art pieces, with the 
goal of bringing exceptional art to private clients and museums around the world.

Gil has been the proud owner of Body Wise Fitness since its inception in 2002. He 
entered the fitness industry upon graduating from Chapman University and has been 
assisting all ages successfully for 30 years. Gil played baseball at Chapman University 
and has a strong interest in working with sports specific athletes.

760.346.8926
jim@heatherjames.com
HeatherJames.com

James Carona 
and Heathre Sacre

Body Wise Fitness
mybodywisegym.com

949.645.6110

Gil Yurley

David Heil has spent his entire professional career shaping the growing industry of 
luxury men’s American bespoke tailoring. With over 30 years of experience as a 
personal clothier, tastemaker and business owner, Heil has successfully built David 
August into an exclusive brand that creates exquisite custom wardrobes for leading 
international talent in business, professional sports, and entertainment.

Sonja Kotzeff has spent her life in the luxury retail & design space. For the past six years 
Sonja has led all of the corporate partnership programs and client relations at David 
August, an exclusive brand that creates exquisite custom wardrobes for leading 
international talent in business, professional sports, and entertainment. In 2019 Sonja 
started her own brand BIG YACHT which designs, manufactures and provides luxury 
leather belts and accessories. 

David@DavidAugustInc.com
www.DavidAugustInc.com

David August 
Heil

Deborah Robinson is a fervent culinary epicurean. She is currently enrolled in the 
illustrious Wine and Spirit Education Trust (WSET) with Peter Neptune, and her passion 
for food and wine has paved the way for her to travel abroad to experience, study, and 
cook alongside some of the world’s foremost chefs.

Certified Wine Sommelier
949.533.2234
deborah@agentinc.co

Deborah Robinson

Cars have always been Kirk’s passion. He was the top salesman for Rolls Royce three 
years running in the United States. After 28 years with Fletcher Jones it was time to 
branch out on his own. He achieved the rank of Master Certification With Mercedes. 
The highest level of accomplishment in Mercedes Standards. 

949.400.8586
BrokerKirkDawson@gmail.com

Kirk Dawson

Sonja@DavidAugustInc.com
www.DavidAugustInc.com

Sonja Kotzeff

Kurt is the founder and CEO of STA Jets, and has overseen its growth from 2009, when 
he purchased the one-plane charter company at John Wayne Airport. Today, with over 30 
aircraft and counting, STA is the most flown private charter solution for Orange County.

STA Headquarters
949.756.1111

charter@stajets.com
www.stajets.com

Kurt Belcher

Joel is an Australian native who grew up on the coast of Sydney. His passion for boating 
began at the early age of 18 when he began servicing boats in the Sydney Harbor. After 
completing school for electrical engineering and gaining years of experience working as 
a mechanic at his uncle’s car shop, Joel started his own boat servicing company. Joel 
truly came to know boats inside and out.

949.466.6264
Joel@cacoastyachts.com

CaliforniaCoastYachts.com

Joel Romero
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ROLEX
OYSTER PERPETUAL DATEJUST 31
WHITE ROLESOR VERSION

Oyster Perpetual Datejust 31

The Oyster Perpetual Datejust 31 is presented 

in a white Rolesor version (combining Oyster-

steel and 18 ct white gold) and features dials 

in a variety of colours, with either index hour 

markers or Roman numerals made of 18 ct 

white gold.

www.newsroom.rolex.com
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SUMMERWOMEN’S GIFT GUIDE
20
21

CURATED BY SONJA KOTZEFF

BIG YACHT LEATHER
Dark Olive Green Alligator Belt

bigyachtleather.com

ALEX RIVIÈRE STUDIO Choker
Made from gold-toned brass 

www.ariviere.com

SOMMER SWIM
The Maxim in Bahamas print by Sommer 

Swim is a high cut One-Piece swimsuit

www.sommerswim.com

LANVIN
The Clay sneakers redefine 

convention and come in 

leather and mesh.

www.lanvin.com

Valentino Garavani
Large Valentino Garavani Roman Stud 

knitted bag. www.valentino.com

CHANEL SANDALS
www.chanel.com

NuFACE Trinity® Complete
Helps improve facial contour & tone

www.mynuface.com

CLEVR
Matcha SuperLatte

clevrblends.com

LA MER
The Radiant SkinTint Broad Spectrum 

SPF 30. www.cremedelamer.com

WE CARE SPA 
wecarespa.com
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SUMMERMEN’S GIFT GUIDE
20
21

CURATED BY DAVID AUGUST HEIL

Mercedes-Maybach GLS 600 SUV
www.mbusa.com

EIGHT&BOB

THE ORIGINAL

The most exclusive perfume created by 

Albert Fouquet. usa.eightandbob.com

Hundred Acre

www.hundredacre.com

Gozzer Ranch 

by Discovery Land Co

gozzerranchclub.com

BOTTEGA VENETA
AirPod case in the classic intrecciato 15 VN 

woven leather. www.bottegaveneta.com

S8 PIANO BLACK

shopjura.com

SUBMARINER DATE

New Model 2020
Oyster, 41 mm, Oystersteel

www.rolex.com

LUXURY MERCERIZED COTTON 
POLO IN CHARCOAL GREY

davidaugustinc.comFRANK GEHRY KOI FISH 
CHANDELIER 

GREENWICH NM

The lightweight Greenwich bag is 

designed for the modern traveler.

us.louisvuitton.com
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SUMMER

LUXURY EVENTS

June 2021
Vivid Sydney 2021

June 2021
Rolex Giraglia Cup (TBD Mid June)

June 2021
2021 U.S. Open Torrey Pines, San Diego

July 2021
July 11th, 2021 | Wimbledon Championships 

August 2021
Karlovy Vary Film Festival

July 2021
July 18th | British Grand Prix 

July 2021
Paris Haute Couture FW S/S

July 2021
ESPY Awards

July 2021
Miami Swim Week | July 7-11, 2021 

September 2021
Ryder Cup | Wisconsin 

September 2021
Monaco Yacht Show 22nd-25th | Monaco

July 23-28, 2021
Tokyo Olympics

August 15, 2021
Concours d’Elegance

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
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MEN - CAMPAIGNS - SPRING-SUMMER 2021 - CAMPAIGN

SINGLE PAGE 16 - 01/04/2021

COPYRIGHT: Rafael Pavarotti for Dior

The Men’s Summer 2021 Campaign by Kim Jones

Further revealing and extending the inimitable spirit and pluralistic richness of the Summer 2021 Dior men’s collection, 

the images in this new campaign reinvent the virtuoso art of portraiture by the Ghanaian painter Amoako Boafo. 

“The vibrant colors of this campaign perfectly reflect the powerful energy of the Summer 2021 collection. It’s really a 

celebration of Amoako Boafo’s work”, says Kim Jones, the Artistic Director of Dior men’s collections.

Lensed by Rafael Pavarotti, these graphic images in intensely contrasting, dazzling colors evoke the Ghanaian 

artist’s emblematic paintings. The searing power of his work, transposed onto silhouettes by Kim Jones, is revealed 

in photographs of pure composition – punctuated by flowers reprising motifs from Boafo’s wallpapers – conceived 

like captivating dialogues that blend disciplines and transcend borders.
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John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869

Shayda Panah
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.351.4217
shayda@agentinc.co
DRE #01044976

6 SEA GLASS
NEWPORT COAST
4 BEDS | 8 BATHS | 7,179 SQFT

OFFERED AT $9,995,000

Experience the apex of luxury design, architecture, and elegance in this magnificent 

Tuscan-inspired villa located in coveted Crystal Cove. Every inch of this immaculate 

residence has been carefully curated by the award winning design team at Tides by 

Standard Pacific. A former model home, this one-of-a-kind whitewater-view estate offers 

the ultimate combination of interior and exterior design elements including beamed wood 

ceilings, hand-placed stone walls, hand-carved wood and cedar doors, arched brick 

breezeways, designer chandeliers, and custom wood, stone, and tile flooring throughout.

The open-concept entertainer’s kitchen is built for the culinary enthusiast and features 

marble countertops, seated breakfast island, chic Shaker cabinetry, Wolf stainless steel 

appliances and wine fridge, and leads to the ocean-view family room with an elegant 

fireplace. The 5-star-resort-inspired primary suite is ideal for morning meditation and 

sunset salutations and features fireplace, dressing room, soaking tub, walk-in rain shower, 

custom tile and wood flooring, and French doors leading to the immaculate grounds and 

pool area.

Designed with the modern wine enthusiast in mind, the lower level wine cellar offers an 

impressive space for the most refined collector, and features an attached tasting room, 

perfect for elegant soirees, events, and joyous celebrations.
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6 SEA GLASS
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631 CLIFF DRIVE
LAGUNA BEACH
2 BEDS | 2 BATHS | 1,580 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Experience the pinnacle of oceanfront living in this exceptionally rare residence dramatically 

set above the water in beautiful Laguna Beach. Step inside to find an immaculately maintained 

home with wood flooring, custom fixtures, and beaming 180º ocean views from every corner 

of the interior. The updated chef’s kitchen is ideal for the culinary adventurer and features 

farmhouse sink, custom wood cabinetry, and top-tier stainless steel appliances. Indulge in 

endless ocean, island, and sunset views in the sitting room with expansive folding doors 

providing the quintessential indoor/outdoor lifestyle. 

Breathe-in the dewy sea breeze each morning in the spacious primary suite with hand-carved 

barn doors, walk-in shower, and glass sliders opening to the private oceanfront balcony, 

perfect for daily reflection or evening refreshments. A media room provides a relaxing space 

for entertaining and includes custom wood shelving and designer wallpaper. The iconic 

residential community of 631 Cliff Dr. also offers residents a pool, additional storage space, 

and exclusive access to Fisherman’s Cove. Located just steps from the beach, as well as the 

fine dining, entertainment, and retail of Laguna, this seaside home offers year-round, resort-

inspired living combined with an unparalleled oceanfront lifestyle experience.

Marcia DeMello
Residential Agent Inc.
President, Agent Vacation Rental
949.444.4432
marcia@agentinc.co
DRE #02026763

Heather Harmon
Residential Agent Inc.
Vice President, Agent Vacation Rental
949.231.9846
heatherh@agentinc.co
DRE #01982226
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In the heart of downtown Los Angeles and almost 1,000 feet 

above ground level, 71Above is the highest restaurant west of 

the Mississippi. Executive Chef Javier Lopez prepares elevated 

seasonal modern American cuisine coupled with spectacular 

360º views. From Malibu to Laguna Hills and the surrounding 

mountain ranges, guests can enjoy an uninterrupted panorama in 

an upscale, romantic atmosphere.

In addition to the magnificent views, 71Above offers a variety of 

dining experiences. Guests may choose to dine within the buzz 

of the bar, our relaxed bistro-style SkyLounge, or the lively main 

dining room. We also offer an interactive chef’s table experience 

facing our open kitchen, edge tables positioned looking out over 

West Los Angeles, and quieter, semi-private dining areas.

$54 per person mezze menu. Vista by 71Above is located on the 

69th floor of the US Bank Tower. At 904 feet above ground level, 

Vista Patio is the highest outdoor dining experience on Earth. 

In addition to spectacular views of the Los Angeles basin, Vista 

features a Mediterranean Mezze tasting menu for $54.00 per 

person where each table receives a variety of dishes comprised 

of contemporary takes on classic Mezze. Many items are vegan or 

vegetarian for those with dietary concerns. Please dress for cool 

weather and evening breezes with additional layers, warm jackets, 

and pants. Sunglasses for early evening dining are strongly 

recommended. Inclement weather events may disrupt patio 

reservations. All guests must wear masks and practice social 

distancing until seated. All reservations will have 90 minutes for 

the table. Late reservations must complete their meal within the 

original reservation time. Please be respectful of staff and guests 

and refrain from walking around the floor.

www.71above.com
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ARMANI
CASA
ARMANI/SILOS DEDICATED
TO ARCHITECTURE

The aesthetic of Armani/Casa was born from a 

subtle exchange between sensibility and taste, 

a complex process that can give rise to an 

unexpected harmony between different 

cultures. In the same year that Giorgio Armani is 

presenting his first show at Armani/Silos 

dedicated to architecture – The Challenge, 

showcasing the work of Tadao Ando – he is also 

showing his new Armani/Casa collection that 

transforms parallels and similarities between 

cultures into furniture and décor at Armani/Te-

atro, the venue that Tadao Ando himself 

designed.

The overarching theme is an expression of 

lightness, delivered through an exploration of 

subtle thicknesses, from the structures of 

furniture to the woven textures of textiles, which 

are inspired by those of the obi (the Japanese 

sash worn mainly with the kimono). This notion is 

also expressed on seemingly rigid surfaces 

such as wood and leather, reshaped to suggest 

a new, playful identity.

 Oriental charm makes its return in allusions to 

Japanese iconography: nature, hot springs, the 

shape of the tsuba (the Japanese sword guard), 

the lightness and fluidity of the waves.

An almost ethereal sensation is conveyed by 

the reference to these natural elements in 

motion: the shades of the clouds, Asian 

landscapes with trees and hills that create 

infinity-effects, blended colours reminiscent of a 

sunset or reflections on the water. Captured 

from nature and coursing waters are the muted 

shades of pink, apple green and light blue, 

accompanied by touches of classic colours 

combined with brighter, more vivid tones such 

as red, forest green and petrol blue. These hues 

are emphasised by artisanal craftsmanship and 

exquisite materials, whether Murano glass or 

precious embroideries. Noble traditions of 

working with classic elements and components 

meld with the use of innovative materials like 

resin and synthetic woven “textiles” developed 

for the aerospace industry. 
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PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN ASTON MARTIN LAGONDA AND
AIRBUS CORPORATE HELICOPTERS

ACH130 
ASTON MARTIN

E D I T I O N

www.airbuscorporatehelicopters.com

This stylish special edition of the ACH130 helicopter comes equipped with a 

range of four interior and exterior designs generated by Aston Martin which 

will delight helicopter owners and pilots who appreciate the pleasures of 

possessing and driving high performance bespoke luxury cars.

The aeronautical designers at Airbus Corporate Helicopters (ACH) and the 

automotive designers at Aston Martin have worked closely together for over 

a year, marrying ACH’s key values of excellence, quality and service with 

Aston Martin’s commitment to beauty, handcrafting and automotive art to 

bring a new level of aesthetics and rigorous attention to detail to the 

helicopter market.

Available in four external liveries with complementary interiors, the 

helicopters are embellished with Aston Martin signature elements, starting 

with the iconic Aston Martin wings, which are embossed onto luxury 

leather features, tastefully positioned throughout the cabin.

The Stirling Green-themed external scheme, which is already flying on the 

first aircraft, features a painted gradient, which fades down into Jet Black 

on the underside of the helicopter with Skyfall Silver around the cowlings. 

Further external liveries are available with other Aston Martin paint colours 

including Xenon Grey, Arizona and Ultramarine Black.

Inside, the automotive-inspired cabin, which offers a higher level of 

comfort, is trimmed in Pure Black ultra-suede with a palette of selectable 

leathers comprising Oxford Tan, Pure Black, Cormorant and Ivory.

On the rear of the front seats the same brogue detailing that is found in a 

DB11 runs down the centre of the seat and the doors have been trimmed 

with leather to provide passengers with comfortable touch points during 

their flight. By using materials from the Aston Martin automotive palette the 

interior of this special edition of the ACH130 sits in harmony with the 

interior of Aston Martin sports cars.

Each of these special edition helicopters will have a plaque included on 

the instrument panel which shows the partnership logos, the registration 

of the aircraft, the edition number and the owner’s name, should they wish 

to have it included.

The ACH130 Aston Martin Edition is available on request with deliveries 

taking place from Q1 2020

@AirbusHeli @AstonMartinPR
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29 HARBOR ISLAND
NEWPORT BEACH

4 BEDS | 4 BATHS | 4,409 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Experience the epitome of Newport Beach luxury living in this majestic 

waterfront residence with private dock located on prestigious Harbor Island. 

Sparkling azure views of Newport Bay abound from nearly every corner of this 

immaculately maintained home.  

Step inside to find an array of winsome features including exposed beam 

ceilings, designer carpet and flooring, custom built-ins, refined fixtures, and full-

length second level balcony with endless ocean and island views. Relax in the 

many living areas, or entertain guests outdoors on the waterfront patio, ideal for 

dining al-fresco. The primary suite is built with pure serenity in mind and features 

fireplace, sitting area, soaking tub, walk-in shower, and French doors leading to 

the ocean-view balcony. 3 additional expansive en-suite bedrooms offer plenty 

of privacy and space for guests and family. 

Located just minutes from fine-dining, retail, entertainment, and legendary 

coves and beaches, this classic Harbor Island residence offers the pinnacle of 

oceanfront living in one of Newport Bay’s most coveted locales. 

Marcia DeMello
Residential Agent Inc.
President, Agent Vacation Rental
949.444.4432
marcia@agentinc.co
DRE #02026763

Heather Harmon
Residential Agent Inc.
Vice President, Agent Vacation Rental
949.231.9846
heatherh@agentinc.co
DRE #01982226
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C O N C E P T

E M E R S O N

O U T D O O R

Agent Concept believes your outdoor living environment 

deserves the same treatment as your indoor living 

environment. By combining modern elegance with bold 

structure, the Emerson outdoor sofa is created to uplift 

exterior spaces while remaining true to function and form.

Shiva Manoucheri
President, Agent Concept

(949) 701-5353 | info@agentconcept.co
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Cheryl Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.842.5340
cheryl@cheryllynch.com
DRE #01341572

Gregory Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.300.7342
gregory@thelynchgroupoc.com
DRE #01982385

667 MYSTIC WAY
LAGUNA BEACH
4 BEDS | 4.5 BATHS | 5,664 SQFT 

OFFERED AT $12,000,000

This beautiful Mark Singer Architected Home opens to a formal living and dining room 

that showcases views of the Pacific Ocean, Catalina, Main Beach and iconic Laguna 

Beach landmarks from walls of floor-to-ceiling glass. Baccarat chandeliers and sconces 

provide light to beautifully illuminate the museum-quality finishes. Walking through the 

main living area, you reach the oversized chef’s kitchen, complete with the world’s 

finest appliances, and perfectly suited to entertain family and friends with its large patio 

overlooking the Pacific. Slabs of limestone adorn each step down to the 4 bedrooms, 

each with its own spa-like bathroom. The marble-clad master bathroom features an 

oversized steam shower, spa tub, dry sauna, expansive counters and sink areas, and a 

giant walk-in closet with custom cabinetry. A spectacular library, office and den complete 

the master bedroom wing. The resort-like pool, spa and oversized outdoor fireplace offer 

an ideal space for you to unwind while enjoying the expansive views.
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Cheryl Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.842.5340
cheryl@cheryllynch.com
DRE #01341572

Gregory Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.300.7342
gregory@thelynchgroupoc.com
DRE #01982385

2 GALLERY
NEWPORT COAST
PRICE UPON REQUEST

This stunning and expansive estate located behind the gates of exclusive Pelican Hill 

and includes stunning ocean, Catalina, and golf course views.  The estate is 11,500+ 

square foot of living space with 8 bedrooms 9 bathrooms and a 9-car underground 

garage. The estate includes lavish appointments with two lower-level wine rooms next 

to a large theater, gym with a sauna, butler’s kitchen, multiple decks, courtyards, a pool 

house with sauna and outdoor BBQ area. Upstairs, the master suite includes a large 

retreat with fireplace, large walk-in closet, two water closets, dual vanities, soaking tub, 

and an oversized glass shower finished with a pristine walk around balcony.

Located next to, Pristine Crystal Cove beach, championship golf courses and five-star 

shopping & dining, this distinguished estate has it all for those with discerning taste.
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2 GALLERY
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Left: 
CLAUDE MONET (.1840-1926)
L’ancienne Rue De La Chaussée, Argenteuil
1872
18 1/4 x 25 7/8 in.
oil on canvas
INV. #38306

Right: 
FRANCIS PICABIA (.1879-1953)
Lunis
C. 1929
25 1/2 x 20 1/2 in. .
oil on canvas
INV. #38322
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Lauren Phillips
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
774.249.5694
lauren@agentinc.co
DRE #02058605

Wendy Halcovich
Franklin Loan Corporation
Senior Associate
DRE #01495142

HARBOR ISLAND DRIVE
NEWPORT BEACH
5 BEDS | 5.5 BATHS | APPROXIMATELY 5,100 SQFT 

PRICE UPON REQUEST

The New Height of Luxury Waterfront Living on Harbor Island Drive

Experience the ultimate in modern luxury living in this masterfully curated residence 

located on the water on the highly-sought after neighborhood of Harbor Island. 

Designed with indoor/outdoor living in mind, every inch of this architect-driven, open-

floor plan home blends panoramic seaside views with interior form. Revel in the 

custom light fixtures, coffered ceilings with wood accents, and full-length automated 

pocket doors opening to the expansive waterfront deck.

Culinary aficionado? Welcome to the Shangri-La of kitchens. Featuring a La Cornue 

Flamberge Rotisserie, Wolf appliances, prep island, and refined marble countertops, 

the Michelin-star worthy space is designed to turn heads and open mouths. Host 

soirees in the formal dining room with tray ceiling, custom chandelier, and temp 

controlled wine rack. A full step-down sunken bar offers the pinnacle of entertainment, 

while the living room with modern fireplace is ideal for lounging.

Relax in the resort inspired primary master suite with fireplace, vaulted ceiling, 

spacious dressing room, soaking tub, walk-in steam shower, and oceanfront balcony. 

Experience endless seaside sunsets on the deck with fire pit, built-in heating, and 

outdoor kitchen with barbecue. Moor the boat on the 45-foot dock! Featuring a world-

class Crestron system, this fully automated home is built to instantly elevate your 

indoor environment. With panoramic views of Promontory Bay and located minutes 

from fine dining and entertainment, this illustrious residence offers priceless luxury in 

an unparalleled oceanfront setting.
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PERSHING
140
THE BIGGEST THRILL
The ultimate expression of the Pershing thrill. The Pershing 140 is not only 

Pershing’s first all-aluminum superyacht. It is also the first yacht with a raised helm 

station directly connected to the sun deck. It is the first to set the area dedicated 

to the owner on the main deck and is also the first to have a beach area that can 

open fully on three sides.
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www.pershing-yacht.com

The brand’s new flagship marks its entry into a new design and manufacturing 

era. Craftsmanship and expertise, generated over more than 30 years of 

spearheading experience, combine with an inborn thrust towards innovative 

design, technology and aesthetics, officially marking the brand’s entry into the 

superyacht sector: it is the launch of Pershing 140, the brand’s new flagship and 

the first Pershing to be manufactured in aluminium.

A result of the collaboration between architect Fulvio 

De Simoni, the Ferretti Group Product Strategy 

Committee (led by engineer Piero Ferrari), and the 

Group’s Engineering Department, the new 140-foot 

yacht is the first Pershing manufactured at the 

Ferretti Group Superyacht Yard in Ancona. 

Developed into 3 spacious decks, the new flagship 

emanates prowess on water, showcasing the “thrill” 

that only Pershing can offer.
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The project’s philosophy is based on the will to maintain Pershing’s unequalled 

performance, albeit with different class weights and dimensions: those of a 

superyacht. The hull platform was specifically designed for high performance, 

featuring excellent hydrodynamic capabilities at high speeds and the propulsion 

of 4 MTU 16V2000 M96L engines, each of 2,600 HP, thus achieving the target of 

taking the first 43.30-metre LOA Pershing superyacht to a top speed of 38 knots.

But Pershing 140 is not only the brand’s first superyacht to boast outstanding 

performance; it is also the first to feature a raised cockpit directly connected to 

the sun deck; the first to have an owner-dedicated area on the main deck and 

the first to maximise the enjoyability of all the decks and outdoor areas. This 

achievement was made possible by joining them all into a beach club area, 

which becomes expandable thanks to three fold-out sides.

Stylistically, the new flagship stands out for its sleek lines, emblematic of the 

brand’s sporty and competitive character. This feature is further enhanced by 

the on-demand application of a steel grid on the bow. Moreover, it combines 

design innovations with some of the brand’s most iconic details, such as the two 

lateral wings, that are integrated into its superstructure and then connected at 

the start of the walkways to the gunwale. The prow, which is instead decidedly 

contemporary in design, contributes to enhance the model’s aerodynamics. The 

whole area of the bow moorings is concealed, operated with an automatic 

up/down mechanism to maintain the streamlined design aesthetic.

Turning now to the interior, Pershing 140 

owners can design their superyacht 

assisted by the designers of the Studio 

Fulvio De Simoni Firm and by the Project 

Architects of the Superyacht Yard of 

Ferretti Group. The entire interior design is 

tailored to mirror the owner’s style, by 

making additions to or modifying the 

layout options offered by the shipyard. 

MAIN DECK

The new Pershing 140 features an original 

layout of the aft area, configured as a 

raised cockpit that becomes a mezzanine 

level: this creates a large waterside space 

that rises from the water up to the sun 

deck and joins together the entire aft 

section. This revolutionary design 

produces a vast waterside beach club, 

entirely accessible and furnishable with 

stools, chairs and freestanding pieces.

The garage can accommodate both a Williams 565 tender and a jet ski. 

Launching and hauling operations are carried out by opening the two side 

hatches on the port side.

Around the cockpit, the mezzanine assures greater privacy: a first 

sunbathing area protects the second cockpit lounge against intrusive looks. 

The latter is furnished with a table seating 10 people that can be reached by 

walking down a few steps towards the bow, and it is protected on the sides 

by large glass panels installed on the topsides. Designed to guarantee 

utmost comfort, this spatial solution enables the owner to enjoy an area 

that possesses all the benefits of sitting in an outdoors but private place, 

and facilitates the passage of guests, who can easily walk across outdoor 

areas or walk on the main deck and enter the saloon after passing 

through the lounge.

www.pershing-yacht.com
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Agent Property Management is a full service property management company designed 

specifically for the luxury residential market. As a subsidiary of the upmarket real estate 

firm Agentinc., our team of real estate and management experts provides an 

unsurpassed level of personalized service, ensuring each client and property receives 

the utmost attention and care. Specializing in second home maintenance and 

investment property management, Agent Property Management provides customized 

solutions ranging from the pragmatic to the opulent.

CJ Barker

Vice President, Agent Property Management

(949) 842-6529 | info@agentpropertymanagement.co
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Paul Dolkas
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.290.3053 
paul@agentinc.co
DRE# 00765499

John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869

2724 OCEAN BOULEVARD
CORONA DEL MAR
6 BEDS | 9 BATHS | 7,168 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Completely refreshed and updated inside and out, this iconic Corona del Mar estate, known 

as Island House because it occupies its own block of three adjoining homesites, presents 

a new opportunity to enjoy one of the finest coastal addresses in Southern California. 

Designed by renowned architect Brion Jeanette and built by Finton Construction, the 

residence retains its classic Eastern Seaboard exterior styling and complements it with 

brand-new, contemporary interior design and appointments. Slide-away doors, French 

doors and vast picture windows bathe the home in natural light and frame priceless 

views of the ocean, Newport Harbor, Catalina Island, Lookout Point Park and the world-

famous Wedge surfing beach. Extensive remodeling accentuates the spacious home, 

which measures approximately 7,168 square feet and features 6 ensuite bedrooms, 6 full 

and 3 half baths, a third-level suite with kitchenette and patio, a loft, gym, dual offices, a 

basement media room with 650-bottle wine cellar, a home theater with oversized screen, 

formal living and dining rooms and 2 wet bars. Enhancements are led by tile floors, sleek 

finishes, white cross-beam ceilings, contemporary Circadian LED lighting, premium audio/

tech systems, and a Delos Wellness home design that incorporates air and water systems. 

A massive island anchors a chic, modern kitchen complete with European-style wood 

cabinetry, marble countertops with backsplashes that reach the ceiling, and high-end 

appliances. Vaulted wood ceilings crown a luxe master suite that reveals access to a large 

wraparound ocean-view deck, a built-in window seat, sitting area, stand-alone tub and 

dual vanities. Walking distance to the beach, shops and restaurants, the stunning estate 

displays all-new grounds that highlight an indoor/outdoor oasis with a pool, spa, water 

feature, stone fireplace, a putting green and a large circular bar with BBQ. The opportunity 

to own this iconic residence has arrived...make it yours today.
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Elevated Builder 
Spotlight: 
Andrew Patterson of 
Patterson Custom Homes
Some of you have seen them. Some of you have 

dreamed of them. Some of you live in them. Patterson 

Custom Homes. The name is synonymous with Orange 

County luxury living. For over two decades Andrew 

Patterson and his team have been building some of the 

region’s most desirable properties from the ground up. 

But Patterson Custom Homes isn’t your average luxury 

homebuilder. Not by a long shot. The Patterson team 

provides clients with an “all in one” experience, from 

vision, to land acquisition, to design, to completion…

and beyond. That’s why Patterson Custom Homes has 

become the largest independent luxury homebuilder 

in Orange County with a reputation that precedes itself. 

Highly sought after for their service, vision, and design 

concepts, Andrew and his team have been creating 

custom luxury homes that are more than a residence—

they’re a lifelong experience. Elevated sat down with 

Andrew to discuss the latest buzz, and to talk design—

past, present, and future.

Patterson Custom Homes is the largest independent 
custom homebuilder in Orange County. What inspires 
you most about Orange County and its aesthetic?

I’ve been building custom homes in coastal Orange 

County for the last 20 years and what I most enjoy 

about where we build is the diversity in the landscape. 

We have built large estates in Newport Beach on the 

ocean and on the bay where we maximize access to 

water, and in the hilltops overlooking canyons where 

we maximize the views. In the Port Streets, our clients 

enjoy a family-friendly community with kids playing 

outside—and the walkability to the downtown village 

shops and restaurants in Corona Del Mar makes 

building in the Flower Streets very desirable as well. We 

have had projects in the prestigious communities of 

Big Canyon, Crystal Cove and The Strand in Dana Point, 

which affords our clients stunning views and more 

privacy. The design and build of each home always 

takes advantage of the home’s location to enhance 

its most desirable feature, allowing our team continual 

opportunities for innovation and creativity. 

Photography by Ryan Garvin



Your clients have a specific vision of their future home. How do you 
tap into that vision and make it reality?

Patterson Custom Homes is not your typical general contractor – we 

get involved early on with our clients so that we can stay one step ahead 

and prevent challenges later in the build. The home’s design becomes 

a collaborative process between our team, the architect, the interior 

designer, and the client to ensure our client’s dream home meets all 

their needs and is built in the best way possible. Since we have built 

more than 300 homes over the last 20 years, we know which materials 

and design features will hold up best over time and can help redirect 

the client to a better material or design when necessary, saving our 

clients time and money in the future. Clients will often bring inspiration 

photos they pulled from the internet of what they would like their home 

to look like, and because we are usually ahead of design trends we 

have had many clients show us photos of our own completed projects 

without realizing it!

For two decades you’ve been imagining and reimagining breathtaking 
homes in Orange County. What architectural trends do you see as 
the most alluring and timeless in today’s market?

Homes that are designed for indoor-outdoor living is a timeless and 

very appealing trend, especially in our area where our clients can 

enjoy the outdoors year-round. Additionally, as people are spending 

more of their time at home due to COVID-19, building homes that are 

thoughtfully planned for indoor-outdoor entertainment and activity is 

becoming increasingly important.

When people think of building their own custom luxury home, they 
immediately imagine a process that is guaranteed to go over time 
and over budget. But Patterson Custom Homes isn’t your average 
builder. How do you consistently deliver homes on target in such a 
fickle industry?

It’s all about our process. I have a team of nearly 30 people each 

specializing in various aspects of the project, and we use real data 

to inform our decisions. Our operations manager tracks the actual 

schedules of all previous and current projects and uses that information 

to forecast the schedule of upcoming builds. This helps us plan 

accordingly to ensure that when different subcontractors are needed, 

they are ready and don’t cause delays. This in-turn helps us set realistic 

timelines with the client. With regards to the budget, we don’t start 

construction until every aspect of the home is specified. Our team of 

project coordinators works with our vendors and subcontractors to get 

accurate bids so we can give our clients the true, total cost of each 

item specified in the design before we start.

As one of the top luxury builders in all of California, what design 
trends do you see emerging in 2021?

As we head into 2021, we have to look back at what we learned from 

2020. As people are spending more of their time at home, home design 

is being reimagined to ensure it fully accommodates their needs.

With so many travel plans put on hold, the home has become the new 

travel destination, as well as the source for entertainment and relaxation, 

and has to be designed as such. I see this not only as an emerging 

design trend for 2021, but also possibly a permanent shift in design.

Let’s be honest. How hard is it to build a luxury dream home in 
Orange County?

With us, it’s not. I like to say that the physical action of building a house is 

one of the easiest things you can do – but the process of coordinating 

all the details and getting everything ready before you swing that first 

hammer is one of the most complicated things you can do. However, 

because we only work with clients from inception, we have learned 

how to navigate the process well. All the challenges a client might 

face later in the project are addressed by our team at the beginning 

because we’re on board when the home is initially being designed. 

This is paramount to our success because we can quickly assess if 

the products or designs specified will work or not and why, and can 

offer corrective solutions before plans are submitted to the structural 

engineer or the city, saving our clients time, money, and headaches.

What’s the number one feature your clients ask for when building 
their home? Is it worth it?

Because our clients are so interested in indoor-outdoor living space 

we are often asked to build a large outdoor kitchen and bar, as many 

clients believe they will use this type of space often. While we agree 

indoor-outdoor living is a key component to a home’s design, cooking 

at your outdoor kitchen doesn’t happen as often as you might think, 

and a barbecue is not an aesthetically pleasing item to look at from a 

design standpoint. Instead of a large, permanent outdoor kitchen area 

with barbecues, refrigerators, and sinks that are built in, I recommend 

keeping the professional series barbecue mobile so that our clients 

can use it when they need it and move it out of sight when they don’t. 

The area where a permanent kitchen would have been can be put 

toward a larger dining or lounging area, which will get more use.

You have $5M to build your own dream home from the ground up—no 
restrictions. Where in the world is it and what is its defining feature?

Coincidentally, I just completed my very own dream home in 2019 in 

the beautiful rolling hills of Santa Ynez, CA, and feel very grateful for 

the opportunity to have been able to create this space for my family 

to enjoy. It is a very open and expansive one-story ranch, and its 

defining feature is the large, open concept living/dining/kitchen area 

with pocketing sliding doors that open the space to the outdoors. The 

line between indoor and outdoor living is blurred and it feels as though 

you’re outside enjoying the entire 20 acres of the property while inside. 

It is a wonderful place for my family and I to get away and enjoy quality 

time together!

To learn more about building your dream home with the experts at 

Patterson Custom Homes visit pattersoncustomhomes.com or contact 

us at info@pattersoncustomhomes.com or 949-723-1800. 68
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Jerry Henberger
Residential Agent Inc.
President, Agent Commercial
949.874.7126 
jerry@agentinc.co
DRE# 01332379

John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869

19051 CERRO VILLA DRIVE
VILLA PARK
9 BEDS | 10 BATHS | 10,159 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Extraordinary French Normandy Estate in Villa Park, boasts views to Catalina Island and the 

Pacific Ocean. Custom designed, attention to detail has been focused on every square 

foot of the property. Enjoy over 10,000 share feet of european designed living including: 

wild cherrywood cabinets, travertine floors with granite inlays, cherrywood floors, custom 

wall moldings, silk wall paper, intricate ceiling designs, Swarovski crystal chandeliers, 

and a custom designed staircase with gold and silver ornaments. The gourmet kitchen 

includes granite countertops, an oversized cooking island, sub-zero appliances, two dual-

compartment dishwashers, trash compactor, microwave and a walk-in storage pantry. The 

study, living room, master suite, family room, game room and formal dining rooms all have 

fireplaces. It has three laundry rooms, five car garages, and a maid’s quarters included. 

Attached to the main house is expanded private living that can be used for family, parents, 

grown children or guests and can even be rented out. The executive custom design 

makes this home ideal home for multi-generational living. 
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Company Spotlight: 

Andrew Robles 
of Foundational Builders

Foundational Builders specializes in multifamily 
and luxury estate projects. Tell us how you first 
started out in the industry.
I was at Pepperdine University attaining an MBA 
in Business. I was planning on getting involved 
with investment banking, but my father and sister 
would call me asking about their construction 
company. Construction is a very intense industry 
and you need to be organized and have strong 
organizational, sales, and negotiation skills. After 
two years of helping my family business grow 
and acquiring $55M in multifamily construction 
projects, I decided to start my own company 
because I didn’t just want to do multifamily. I felt 
with my database of subcontractors and highly 
precise organization, leadership, and financial 
skills, I would excel in luxury real estate.

When it comes to working with real estate 
agents to maximize investment potential in a 
certain area, what value add does Foundational 
Builders bring?
Construction and luxury real estate go hand-in-
hand. When realtors know I can build a luxury 
estate between $300-$400 per square foot and 
the market is showing $15,000 per square foot, 
then as an investor or developer, I give that agent 
and client the confidence they need to move 
forward with their decision. Our ability to optimize 
investment opportunities gives all of our clients 
the ability to increase equity.
 
You and your team at Foundational Builders 
are known for your cutting edge analytics. How 
does your ability to optimize construction help 
your clients realize their goals?
We use data two ways: One way is for a piece of 
land that is unentitled. An owner can pick up the 
phone and hire me for design-build. This is where 
I bring in Sen Li, who does a quantitative analysis. 
This also separates me from other contractors 
because not everyone has this level of precision. 
What we do is help the owner figure out the 
maximum level of square footage, building use, 
bedroom to bathroom ratio, and do a market 
analysis for this developer to maximize his profit.

The 2nd way I use data is to develop a cost 
database. How much per cubic yard of concrete, 
the square footage price of lumber, drywall? How 
much is it per square foot of siding? What about 
7/8” galvanized metal siding? We know it all, and I 
have spent years developing my cost database 
and it helps streamline efficiency. But most 
importantly, it lets developers and homeowners 
know we are honest and are here to help them 
deliver their project on schedule and under 
budget.

From an investment perspective, what are a 
few of the most important factors you take into 
consideration before moving forward with a 
project? 
Construction and real estate both have the same 
denominator. Location! Sorry, Mr. Building Owner, 

Since it’s inception in 2017, Foundational Builders 

has been on the cutting edge of construction, 

having built several dynamic multifamily projects 

across Los Angeles. Now, Foundational Builders is 

expanding into Orange and San Diego County where 

they’ll bring their vision of luxury living to a whole 

new group of investors, developers, homeowners, 

and tenants. With a deep dedication to vision, top-

quality materials, architectural beauty, technology, 

and transparency, Foundational Builders offers 

clients a unique living experience designed to 

enhance their environment while simultaneously 

elevating their lifestyle. Elevated sat down with 

Andrew Robles, President of Foundational Builders, 

to dive into the world of luxury building.



but it does not make sense to give you Wolf appliances, marble countertops, 
Trespa wood siding, and spackle paint in Santa Ana. Now let us take the same 
project and move it to Newport Coast and it’s a different story. When it comes to 
dealing with apartment buildings, we also heavily discuss the parking situation. 
Being that structural concrete with a podium, double podium, and subterranean 
parking can account for 20-30% of the budget, this is a high-ticket item we 
discuss right away. Owners know the difference between a $210 square foot 
building and a $300 square foot building is the parking situation. 

Foundational Builders is known for the quality and efficiency of their work. 
How would you define your vision when it comes to client satisfaction?
Clients are impressed with our level of organization and communication. I am 
a big advocate of schedule being the most important factor after budget. We 
appreciate owners helping our company grow, but we will help owners grow as 
well. Clients will be satisfied with our projects because they will know we didn’t 
slap a bunch of materials from Home Depot into their project and call it a day. 
When I walk into a new development house or apartment and I see cheap 
stucco I immediately know the contractor didn’t think about the person living 
in the home. We do. And we aren’t going to affiliate our name and brand with 
cheap materials. 

From a technological perspective, what do you see emerging as one of the 
most powerful tools when it comes to realizing an ideal project? 
3D Modeling and 5D modeling are emerging technology in the development 
stage. I have seen technology where I can see what it looks like from the 
bathroom window if we placed a tub in this X location. This is the type of 
technology and construction tools that help owners, developers, real estate 
agents, and contractors. 

Tell us about your vision when it comes to creating the optimal living 
environment. 
An optimal living environment for me feels like a resort with a nice pool that 
makes me feel like I’m on vacation, but also has a live/work aspect to it where 
I feel productive, but can enjoy the amenities of a pool, Jacuzzi, state of the art 
gym, game room with pool tables and bowling lanes for residents. A welcoming 
and friendly living environment where you are not just living in an apartment 
but feel like you a part of a community. I love to cook, so plenty of counter 
space and a nice stove and oven are important to me. You come home to your 
apartment after a long workday and while you are preparing your homemade 
lasagna with your favorite glass of pinot grigio, you are binging your favorite 
Netflix show all while looking at your wireless flat-screen TV. Let us not forget 
your ideal room temperature is set to 70 degrees, because you were able to 
turn on your AC from your phone while you were sitting in traffic. This is not only 
our ideal building development, but also our ideal tenant. 

What are some of your favorite standout projects? 
36 Units Knowlton Luxury is a favorite project because of the level of complexity 
that was put into that project. Here we are talking about building with a 
suspended bridge that is 3 levels, which connects the east wing to the west 
wing, all while being placed on a cul-de-sac making the space extremely 
difficult. 

I am very excited about our newest project near USC. This is a 39-unit building 
with 2 stories of parking and 6 stories of residential apartment buildings. 

A 4-unit in Beverly Green bordering Beverly Hills was another project I am proud 
of because it highlights luxury living. This is a project where we demolished a 
single-family house and turned it into 4 units and each unit sold for around 
$750,000+. This was a great project and I use it as an example all the time for 
realtors to tell their investor clients. 

You’re developing a relationship with Agentinc. What’s your dream for 
Agentinc. and Foundational Builders?    
My goal is to develop a 100 unit luxury condo project in Orange Country and 
make Agentinc, the exclusive listing agent for the entire project! 

What does the future hold for Foundational Builders? 
We want to be the best at what we do. At the same time, I would like 
for us to expand into Orange County and San Diego. I will tell you a 
quick story because it’s true. 5 years ago in 2017 while I was still at 
Pepperdine, my family and I were at Javier’s for my birthday dinner. I 
raised my glass and told my parents and siblings “5 years from now 
we will do 100 million dollars in construction projects.” They all started 
laughing hysterically. My own father said, “it’s going to take at least 15 
years.” 

Well, we did it in 4 years. In 2020, alone I did $55M dollars in construction 
projects. In 2021, Foundational Builders Corp is projected to do $37M, 
and this combined with my family’s newest acquisition of a $38M 140-
unit project. I can say we DID it. It was not easy. It took a lot of time 
analyzing data, research, and giving up weekends, but it was worth it. 
The best part of all of this is Foundational Builders Corp. feels like it’s 
just beginning. I never want to lose my drive or killer instinct. What the 
future holds for Foundational Builders Corp. is growth and building long-
term relationships with developers, realtors, investors, banks, insurance 
brokers etc. We are the ultimate team player.

To learn more about Andrew and his highly successful team of 
building experts, visit foundationalbuilders.com
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Welcome to Agent Smart Home, the finest resource for 

all your Smart Home products and needs. Our Smart 

Home technology is designed to give you stress free, 

integrated, and convenient control over your home, 

whether you’re relaxing in your living room or a 

thousand miles away.  

Agent Smart Home is dedicated to providing a 

personalized smart living experience designed 

specifically for your home. We offer a line of exceptional 

products backed by our quality service, and are here to 

answer any Smart Home questions you may have. 

Bill Foster
President, Agent Smart Home

info@agentsmarthome.co | (949) 433-9321
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33140 PAMPA COURT
TEMECULA
5 BEDS | 4 BATHS | 4,278 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

The approximate half acre lot is private and overlooks a reserve 

with spectacular wine country views with Hot air Balloons every 

morning. The outdoor area includes a pool with waterfall & slide, 

spa, fireplace, and an epic barbecue which includes a refrigerator 

and stereo system with 8 speakers. In addition there is a children’s 

play area with newly installed turf, a putting green and sport court 

that offers multiple sports activities. The home is surrounded by 

beautiful Canary Palms, Date & Queen Palms creating a resort 

like feel in the back yard. The newly remodeled guest house is 

approximately 700 sq ft with a tongue and groove ceiling, electric 

fireplace and kitchenette. The bedroom is separate and offers 

a tiled shower and outside shower with hot and cold water. The 

main home of 3578 sq ft has been beautifully remodeled with an 

absolutely gorgeous custom molded ceiling and tons of custom 

touches. The Kitchen is an absolute entertainers dream with a 

HUGE center island and table, Quartz counters, upgraded stainless 

steel appliances, custom cabinetry and floating shelves!

Jaime Burlile
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
951.775.6372 
jaime@agentinc.co
DRE# 01881345







JUST SOLD

26481 SILVER SADDLE LANE
LAGUNA HILLS
6 BEDS | 7.5 BATHS | 6,735 SQFT

All newly remodeled and located on a quiet cul-de-sac with 

quite possibly, the best views in Nellie Gail Ranch. Enter through 

the grand foyer imported white Romano marble floors, winding 

staircase and crystal chandelier, Elegant office and family 

entertainment room with custom built cabinetry. A new large, 

opened chef’s kitchen with oversized Islands for preparation 

and family dining complimented with a family room and fireplace 

and panoramic sunset views.

Shawn Halan
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.505.2226 
shawn@shawnhalan.com
DRE# 01916884



At Agent Vacation Rental, we dedicate ourselves to delivering the 

most luxurious and elevated vacation rental experiences 

imaginable, and are focused on providing our guests access to the 

worlds’ finest services and establishments. Our concierge service 

tends to our clients’ every need, and can effectively fulfill any 

request no matter how simple or extravagant. Using our worldwide 

network of first-class health, wellness, dining, and adventure 

establishments, we are able to tailor all of our services exclusively 

to our clients, providing maximum leisure and excitement. 

Heather Harmon
Vice President, Agent Vacation Rental
(949) 231-9846 | heatherh@agentinc.co | DRE #01982226

Marcia DeMello
President, Agent Vacation Rental
(949) 444-4432 | marcia@agentinc.co | DRE #02026763
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A SYNTHESIS BETWEEN THE CLASSIC MOTORYACHT 
WITH FLYING BRIDGE AND THE EXPLORER MODEL

The flagship of the innovative SX crossover line offers a new way of living on the 

sea: the barriers on board have been eliminated, and the boat opens to a direct 

relationship with the marine context.

SAN LORENZO
SX 112

www.sanlorenzoyacht.com
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SX112 represents the consolidation of a path that 

began with the SX88, first, and then the SX76, a 

challenge that continues and is enhanced by new 

contents, proposing a new way of living on the sea: 

the barriers on board are eliminated, and the boat 

opens to the outside, in a close relationship with 

the marine context.

Model: SX112

Length Overall: 34,16 m 

Maximum Beam: 8 m 

Maximum Speed: 23 knots 

Draught at Full Load: 1,49 m 

For over 60 years, Sanlorenzo has crafted tailor-made motor 

yachts respecting the style and needs of their owners. Each 

Sanlorenzo is the product of a 5-stage customisation process. 

Our priority is to listen to our customer's needs. It allows us to 

develop a project based on a plan of that customer's 

personalized space. The project identifies the number, the 

size, and the types of cabins. It also delineates 

special-purpose areas, whose function is to satisfy the 

customer's specific entertainment, relaxation or fun needs.

"The world is a book and those who do not 

travel read only one page."

- Sant’Agostino d’Ippona
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Henry Horn
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Broker Associate
424.279.2910 
henryh@agentinc.co
DRE# 01707653

John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869

948 BEL AIR ROAD
LOS ANGELES
PRICE UPON REQUEST

Imagine your ultimate living experience from top to bottom. The structure, the setting, the 

dialogue between yourself and the space you occupy. Now, reimagine that vision, that 

feeling, that emotional connection to your living environment and multiply it by a number 

that hasn’t been realized yet. That is SAOTA.

SAOTA has begun work on two new luxury residential masterpieces in the hills of Bel Air, 

one of Los Angeles’ most exclusive enclaves distinguished by its unparalleled mountain, 

ocean, and cityscape views, as well as its relationship to the natural wooded hillside 

environment that surrounds it.

Each of these newly designed homes represents something more than a residence—

they represent an intentional connection between resident of the home, and resident of 

the earth. Exquisite lines, shapes, materials, natural lighting concepts, and textures provide 

a tangible realization of what it means to be at one with the living environment. To enter 

inside each of these remarkable architectural triumphs is to enter and rediscover yourself.

But what drives the innovation and spirit behind these organic, yet avant-garde concepts? 

Inquiry. Interest. Intrigue. The rebirth of imagination. The dedication of pushing environments 

to a vanishing point where it’s impossible to separate the human from the structure. 
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Henry Horn
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Broker Associate
424.279.2910 
henryh@agentinc.co
DRE# 01707653

John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869

783 BEL AIR ROAD
LOS ANGELES
PRICE UPON REQUEST

Both 783 and 948 Bel Air Rd. are designed to live, breathe, and react just as the human 

body does. They are constructed of emotions and experiences as much as they are 

constructed of marble, oak, platinum, or woodscrews. 

Primary suites open to luxurious outdoor decks and patios with panoramic views. Living 

spaces transform from sanctuary to talking pieces. Light enters and fluctuates across 

the defined edges of the structure, transfixing and enchanting. Shapes reflect the light 

within. The natural environment engages the material world in a conversation of balance 

and beauty.

With each home, every inch of space is interpreted as functional, both structurally and 

emotively. By inviting outside within, and by allowing each room to communicate with the 

other, the line between intention and form isn’t so much blurred as it is unified. Poetically 

speaking, the soul that dwells within us is the experience that awaits each residence. We 

can feel something inside whether we address it or not. This intangible is part of us.

Renowned across six continents for their innovative design and envelope-busting interior 

and exterior concepts, SAOTA now brings a fresh injection of what is capable spatially and 

environmentally to one of the world’s most prestigious locales. 

Art creates a connection between artist, piece, and voyeur. With SAOTA’S two new Bel Air 

offerings, you are invited to experience the breath of inspiration as it exists within. 
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3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentinsurancesolutions.co

www.agentinsurancesolutions.co

Most of us have felt the pain of paying thousands of our hard earned dollars each year to health, home and auto 

insurance carriers, but few have had the even more unfortunate pain of having to file a claim against such policies.  

Those who do find themselves in the position of having to file a claim learn one very important thing; the broker they 

chose to buy their insurance from has more affect on their future happiness than they ever thought possible.  Agent 

Insurance is the perfect personal insurance solution for you because our account mangers take pride in building 

meaningful relationships with account holders, allowing for a full picture of your family’s risk, whether protecting your 

livelihood, your health or your property.

Every company needs robust liability and property protection.  Whether you are a growing company trying to keep 

up with your internal changes, or a stable company running to keep up with the changing business world around 

you; a strong property and casualty brokerage like Agent Insurance will provide you with recommendations for the 

products needed to properly mitigate constantly evolving internal and/or external risk.  Additionally, Agent Insurance 

has associated with some of the finest consultants, vendors, and applications for clients who find themselves in the 

unfortunate position of having to use their policies, all with the intention of providing a better overall experience for 

our customers.



For the upcoming Fall/Winter 2021, the Munich-based sports fashion 

company BOGNER launches an exclusive capsule collection made of the 

recycled nylon yarn ECONYL®.

As an activewear brand rooted in a deep love of the mountains, BOGNER 

is committed to preserving the natural environment. This commitment is 

reflected in the BOGNER ECONYL® capsule, which consists of timeless 

products created using innovative and exclusive ECONYL® from Italy. A 

regenerated nylon yarn made from discarded nylon fishing nets and other 

industrial waste, ECONYL® can be endlessly recycled without loss of 

quality, thus reducing waste, emissions and the use of non-renewable 

resources. 

Heinz Hackl, co-CEO of BOGNER adds, "Our choice of ECONYL® yarn, an 

established recycled material also used by other leading luxury brands, 

marks an important first step towards a future BOGNER Circular Initiative."

The highlight of the capsule is the new BOGNER Touring Jacket, a 

contemporary reinterpretation of the iconic anorak Maria Bogner 

designed in the 1940s.

The Touring Jacket is a luxurious yet sportive two-in-one style, available as 

male and female style in various colors. The outer shell jacket is made 

from a color-rich nylon twill with a subtle shine features a detachable 

hood, a chest zip pocket, a BOGNER circular logo, special ECONYL® 

labeling, and a chain-stitch shoulder detail inspired by archival BOGNER 

styles. Made from shiny nylon, the liner features a knitted college collar 

and archive-inspired square quilting filled with recycled nylon padding. 

Timeless design, ruthenium metal zippers, and a minimum of detailing 

ensure this two-in-one essential never goes out of style. 

The Capsule collection is completed by a unisex Bucket Hat and three 

versatile bag styles in different colors – backpack, tote bag and hip Bag. 

The accessories are also made from the sustainable ECONYL® nylon 

yarn.

The BOGNER x ECONYL® capsule will be available in Fall 2021.

BOGNER THE MUNICH-BASED SPORTS 
FASHION COMPANY

UPCOMING FALL/WINTER 2021
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As you know, Agent Inc. is dedicated to improving, expanding, and 
elevating our real estate capabilities and services. That’s why we’re 
proud to announce the renowned and respected team at Paradyme 
Investments will be joining Agent Inc.! Paradyme will be incorporating 
its real estate division into Agent Inc., as well as integrating its 
mortgage and investment branch into Agent Inc.’s residential and 
commercial departments. As a result of the agreement, Agent Inc. 
has expanded services across Riverside County, and now provides 
agents and clients with access to a wider range of private equity 
and lending capabilities.

“Paradyme and Agent Inc. have similar visions when it comes to 
expanding real estate opportunities not only for clients and investors, 
but also for our agents,” says John McMonigle, Founder of Agent Inc. 
“By creating a completely streamlined approach with access to both 
traditional and non-traditional lending, we are giving our clients the 
ability to invest in properties across a wide spectrum of the industry.”

With the new integration, clients will have access to several 
development and real estate investment opportunities, including 
Paradyme’s latest venture, “Europa Village,” a $150 M winery located in 
the celebrated grape-growing mecca of Temecula Valley. Slated to 
become one of California’s most spectacular winery resorts, Europa 
Village is an Old World European themed winery and spa situated on 
45 acres, featuring three themed villages showcasing Spanish, 
Italian, and French varietals.

“Europa Village is something no wine lover has ever experienced 
before,” says Ryan Garland, Founder of Paradyme Investments. 
“Each village will have a unique winery and tasting room serving its 
own premium wine produced on-site, as well as regionally inspired 
restaurants and dining options, full spa service, and 35 indoor and 
outdoor venues for events. We’ve already created a worldwide buzz 
with this project, and we’re excited to launch!”

So, how did Agent Inc. and Paradyme decide to marry their 
companies? The answer: outside the box thinking. It’s well known 
across the industry that both Agent Inc. and Paradyme have utilized 

their proprietary technology and groundbreaking marketing 
strategies to become leaders in their field. With a heavy 
emphasis on lifestyle and health and wellness, both 
companies are dedicated to creating beneficial financial and 
lifestyle futures for their expansive network of clientele with the 
use of media and analytics.

 “Paradyme is a family office—so when we saw what Agent Inc. 
was doing, technologically and with their forward thinking 
marketing campaigns, we knew our relationship would take 
each of our businesses to the next level,” says Garland.

For Agent Inc., the union also represents a major step forward 
in creating additional passive income channels for clients and 
agents alike. With their progressive revenue share program, 
Agent Inc. associates can build for retirement and remain 
financially sound during slower months. As for clients, by 
utilizing Paradyme’s vast family office network and insider 
access to several non-traditional lending options, they now 
have access to new real estate development and investment 
opportunities. Whether clients are looking to flip a property, 
invest in agriculture or land, or move into the commercial 
sector, Agent Inc. has the team in place to ensure success, no 
matter what the budget.

“Agent Inc. is dedicated to making everyone’s real estate 
endeavors a reality. What was once unthinkable to the average 
real estate investor is now completely doable,” says 
McMonigle.

That’s because Agent Inc. has developed state-of-the-art 
technology designed to help agents and clients make 
informed decisions that will generate a beneficial fiscal future.

“We’re very excited to expand our world-class concierge 
services for our agents and clients. We pride ourselves on our 
unparalleled knowledge of the industry and we are hang our 
hat on being specialists in our field,” says McMonigle.

As Agent Inc. continues to expand its services, clients can 
expect a streamlined and individually curated, holistic real 
estate experience from start to finish that combines engaging 
marketing strategies, analytical precision, white-glove service, 
and above all else, expertise.

BOLERO WINERY

(1) John Evans, John McMonigle, Kara Garland (2) Scott MacDonald, Dennis Grimes 

(3) Dani Parks, Nicole Welch (4) Kara Garland
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2282 ORCHARD DRIVE
NEWPORT BEACH
6 BEDS | 7 BATHS | 5,200 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Modern luxury and sophisticated design unite in this new and 

completely reimagined Smart home located in the heart of Newport 

Beach. Step inside to find a bright and airy open floor plan featuring 

an array of designer features including a marble grand staircase 

with wrought iron railing, double-paned picture windows, custom 

chandeliers, Italian marble flooring, and wide plank wood flooring 

throughout. The entertainer’s kitchen is ideal for hosting and includes 

quartz countertops, white Shaker cabinets, seated island, temperature 

controlled wine cellar, top-tier stainless steel appliances, and attached 

butler’s pantry with refrigerator. Unwind in the spacious great room with 

oversized fireplace, wet bar with mini-fridge, and folding doors leading 

to the exquisite grounds, ideal for coastal indoor/outdoor living.

Freida Nastar
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Broker Associate
949.370.4418 
freida@agentinc.co
DRE# 01179816
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Hoda Hajirnia
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.527.2414
hoda@themcmonigleteam.com
DRE #01955150

Drew D’Angelo
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.244.6754
drew@themcmonigleteam.com
DRE #01935951

1409 PRISCILLA LANE 
NEWPORT BEACH
5 BEDS | 5 BATHS | 3,880 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Experience the rare combination of owning a brand-new luxury 

home in an established and mature neighborhood at this 

custom Modern Farmhouse on a quiet street in Newport Beach’s 

enviable Dover Shores enclave. Recently completed and never 

occupied, the handsome 2-story residence welcomes guests 

with a spacious covered front porch and off-the-charts curb 

appeal. Approx. 3,888 s.f., the light and airy design encompasses 

4 bedrooms, 5 baths, a home office, free-flowing living areas, 

and a 2-car garage with Tesla charger system. Discover custom 

cabinetry, California Closet systems, Emtek hardware, Savoy 

chandeliers, Kohler faucets and toilets, Andersen Windows and 

Fleetwood sliding doors. In the chef-inspired kitchen, a Sub-Zero 

refrigerator and a Thermador appliance package including 

a pro-level range, smart double oven, drawer microwave and 

dishwasher ensure easy mealtime and party prep. A Jacuzzi 

tub provides a soothing escape in the master suite, and a chute 

leads directly downstairs to the fully appointed laundry room. 

Two AC systems and dual instant-hot-water systems provide 

enrich energy efficiency, and an indoor pool-control system and 

an instant-hot gas fireplace are featured. 
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33832 SILVER LANTERN STREET
DANA POINT
3 BEDS | 4 BATHS | 2,150 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Indulge in ocean view luxury living in this masterfully curated Dana Point residence. 

Step inside this light-filled home to find an array of desirable features including 

custom fixtures, wide plank white oak flooring, Lutron lighting, and several picture 

windows framing the radiant Pacific Ocean.  The elegant chef’s kitchen is ideal 

for the culinary enthusiast and features Carrera marble waterfall countertops, 

custom maple cabinetry, top-tier Bertazzoni appliances, and leads to both the 

formal dining area as well as the adjacent living room.  Unwind or entertain in 

the inviting living room with soaring A-frame ceiling, standout modern fireplace, 

and wide glass sliding doors leading to an ocean-view balcony  The spa-inspired 

primary suite is designed with leisure in mind and features a large walk-in closet, 

soaking tub, walk-in shower, floating dual vanity, and private balcony.  Experience 

endless sunsets outside on the landscaped grounds with putting green as well 

as upper and lower ocean-view decks, ideal for enjoying climate-perfect days or 

dining al-fresco.

Nathan Necochea
Residential Agent Inc.
Associate
949.933.5397 
nathan@agentinc.co
DRE# 02105934
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Hoda Hajirnia
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.527.2414
hoda@agentinc.co
DRE #01955150

Drew D’Angelo
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.244.6754
drew@agentinc.co
DRE #01935951

410 IRIS AVENUE
CORONA DEL MAR
4 BEDS | 5 BATHS | 3,150 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

With chic modern-contemporary style, an open-concept 

design and today’s most fashionable appointments, this 

brand-new residence is further enriched with a prized 

address in Corona del Mar’s beautiful Flower Streets 

neighborhood. Moments from the beach, Bayside Park, and 

village restaurants and shops, the bright and airy home, 

appropriately named Playground, thoughtfully blends indoor 

and outdoor living areas on each level. Four ensuite bedrooms 

and 4.5 baths are showcased in approximately 3,100 square 

feet, and a formal living room displays a vaulted ceiling and 

a spacious deck overlooking the courtyard below. For casual 

relaxation and on-trend entertaining, the kitchen opens 

directly to a dining room and a family room with fireplace. 
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Resorts World Las Vegas today announced its partnership with 

iconic Los Angeles-based experiential retailer, Fred Segal, to 

bring a multi-store destination to the Strip's newest integrated 

resort opening this summer. The new location will go beyond 

retail and bring LA style, food and pop-culture together for a 

truly interactive shopping experience.

"We are thrilled to join forces with Fred Segal to offer our guests 

this unique and luxurious Southern California-style shopping 

experience," said Scott Sibella, President of Resorts World Las 

Vegas. "It's exciting to be able to bring such an iconic brand with 

a renowned global presence to our Resorts World Las Vegas 

retail portfolio. Through this collaboration, we will offer guests the 

only Fred Segal experience in Las Vegas and look forward to 

bringing a taste of LA culture and style to the Strip this summer."

Two mini flagship Fred Segal locations, a women's and men's 

shop, will be located in the heart of the resort's 

70,000-square-foot retail district. Fred Segal is a pioneer of the 

shop-in-shop concept so both stores will bring one-of-a-kind 

pieces and unique brand activations and feature a highly 

curat-ed collection of fashion apparel, accessories, beauty, gifts 

and jewelry from brands including Libertine, MadeWorn, 

DANIELLE GUIZIO, John Elliott, On Running and more – some of 

which will feature exclusive offerings available only at Resorts 

World Las Vegas. Designed with Fred Segal's signature cool 

aesthetic in mind, the dynamic retail destinations will also 

feature a Sundry Shop, offering a handpicked selection of 

beverages and snacks inspired by the culture and lifestyle of 

Los Angeles.

"As Fred Segal continues to expand globally, we're also excited 

to grow the brand in the U.S. especially in markets like Las 

Vegas that have such a natural connection to the Los Angeles 

scene," said Jeff Lotman, Owner and CEO of Fred Segal. 

"Resorts World Las Vegas is bringing a hospitality experience 

and international presence to the Strip and we can't wait to 

transport guests to Los Angeles through our unique retail 

experience.”

FRED SEGAL
UNIQUE AND LUXURIOUS SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA-STYLE

www.fredsegal.com

Born from the collaboration between Officina Italiana Design, the studio led by 

Mauro Micheli and Sergio Beretta that has been designing the entire Riva fleet 

for over 25 years, Ferretti Group’s Engineering Department and Strategic 

Product Committee, Dolceriva is 14.92 meters (48 ft) long with a maximum beam 

of 4.26 meters (14 ft). The latest, exciting, Riva creature is a 48' open yacht 

conceived, to all intents and purposes, to live life on board in unparalleled 

comfort, which aims to challenge the market segment with some unprece-

dent-ed strengths: a brand new exterior design developed by Officina Italiana 

Design, which inaugurates a new stylistic course for all Riva yachts; the 

maximum exploitation of all the spaces on board; an exciting variety of details 

that plays with the incomparable heritage of a brand protagonist of 177 years of 

nautical history and unparalleled success.

RIVA A BRAND NEW EXTERIOR DESIGN DEVELOPED 
BY OFFICINA ITALIANA DESIGN

comfort

open yatch
italian design

177 years of 
nautical history
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Elevated Architect Spotlight: 

Chris Light of CJ Light and Associates
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Elevated Architect Spotlight: 

Chris Light of CJ Light and Associates



You and your team at CJ Light have been 
at the forefront of design in Coastal Orange 
County for nearly three decades. Tell us how 
the unique Southern California environment 
and vibe informs your vision.

Southern California environment is the best, 

quite simply. So in everything we do, we try and 

engage with the environment not only regionally 

but locally as well. All are communities and 

neighborhoods that have their own vibe. That’s 

what keeps it interesting. 

Coastal Orange County means seaside, 
surf, and beaches. But it also means hills, 
mountains, and trails. Does your approach to 
design change depending upon the region? 

See above.

When creating a home in a highly developed 
area like Newport Beach, do you find it 
necessary to somehow marry the design into 
the surrounding architectural styles?

We don’t necessarily try to marry style to what 

the neighbors have done, unless you are in a 

community that mandates style. Otherwise you 

might take cues from neighboring houses such 

as height, massing, setbacks, and character. 

These subtle cues that help a house fit into an 

existing community, no matter the style. 

When it comes to building a luxury home, 
clients have a ton of decisions to make 
regarding materials. What are a few materials 
you find it’s never worth it to skimp on?

Flooring is key as it sets the stage so to speak. 

All other material decisions will have to be 

complimentary to this choice. 

Cabinets set up the residential feel and in our 

more minimal designs, these can represent 

furniture so finish, feel, and look are important. 

Finally countertops are extremely important 

as they provide a visually dynamic surface for 

everyone to see. 

Of course there are other important materials 

in the process, but I believe these three should 

not be skimped on.

When you think of Coastal Orange County, 
you think of pitch-perfect climate. How does 
the demand for indoor/outdoor space inform 
your interior design elements?

The indoor/outdoor space, in my opinion, is one 

of the most important spaces when it comes 

to architectural design, as it not only provides a 

great transition space between the inside and 

outside but it also gives us many opportunities 

to live our everyday life outside which is often 

what we want to do in Southern California

Client “asks” can get a bit granular. How do 
you balance the dream Vs what is realistic?

Start with the dream, manage the realistic.

Architecture and interior design preferences 
tend to fluctuate. What concepts and styles 
do you think are timeless?

I think within almost any style you can create 

timeless architectural design. First you need a 

robust budget, a client who is willing to give you 

the time, and a desire by the design team to 

collaborate in an integrated way, all focused on 

the goal. 

What’s one feature every luxury bathroom 
can’t live without?

A skylight. It’s so important to have natural light 

in a master bath. The more natural light you can 

create in there the better. 

If you could build a luxury dream home 
anywhere in Orange County, where would it 
be and why?

There are so many amazing places that I have 

seen in Orange County so that is an impossible 

question to easily answer. Personally, I guess 

if I had to choose, it would be an ocean front 

somewhere between Laguna and Newport 

Beach.
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31497 BLUFF DRIVE
NEWPORT COAST

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Its rarity is unmatched. Its location? Stunning. And its beauty? Few places on 

earth can compare with its panoramic ocean views, its dramatic setting over 

a broad, sandy beach, or the prestige of its address on the coast in Laguna 

Beach. Today, this estate-sized homesite is one of the only oceanfront vacant 

lots within the city’s boundaries. Tomorrow, it could unveil the culmination of 

your dreams, your hard-work and your dedication to the environment, enduring 

construction and time-honored architectural style. For more than a decade, 

architects, visionaries and stewards of the land worked hand-in hand with 

engineers, coastal managers and state regulators to reach this singular result: 

Approval of what is sure to be one of the most environmentally sound estates 

in California. Approved plans, by award-winning architect Chris Light of C.J. 

Light Associates, for a phenomenal new seaside estate are included with the 

purchase of this site. The proposed residence includes approximately 5, 855 

square feet, three levels connected by a dramatic staircase and elevator, 4 

bedrooms, 6 full and 2 powder baths, kitchen, dining room, great room, office, 

media room, exercise room, custom resort-caliber pool and spa, 3 car garage 

with green space on the roof and so much more!

John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869

Yasmeen Berri
Coldwell Banker
Senior Associate
714.725.0909
yasmeen.berri@cbrealty.com
DRE# 02071157
Broker DRE# 00616212
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28591 MARTINGALE DRIVE 
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO

5 BEDS | 6 BATHS | 4,501 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Luxury and leisure unite in this modern farmhouse set in exclusive The Oaks 

Farms. Enter through the large front garden and set foot inside to find a bright, 

open floor plan created by Design Line Interiors featuring wood-clad Milgard 

windows, custom chandeliers, and several indoor/outdoor living spaces with 

bi-fold doors to enjoy the ideal SoCal coastal climate. The entertainer’s kitchen 

opens to the dining area and features seated island with Carrera marble 

countertop, walk-in pantry, world-class Thermador appliances, Sub-Zero 

under-counter wine fridge, pass-through window, and bi-fold doors for easy 

al fresco dining.

Relax and enjoy the verdant views in the open family room with fireplace and 

bi-fold doors leading to several patios and courtyard. Serenity abounds in the 

spa-inspired primary suite with large walk-in closets, private balcony, Andrina 

soaking tub, walk-in shower, dual vanities, marble flooring, and maple accents. 

Enjoy sun-ripened days outside on the grounds with salt-water pool, Jacuzzi, 

fire pit, and veranda with fireplace, perfect for coastal evenings.

4 additional en-suite bedrooms provide plenty of space for family and guests, 

while the 5th en-suite bedroom can be used as an office or gym.Located 

steps from The Oaks equestrian facility, and minutes from fine dining, award-

winning schools, and legendary beaches, this idyllic solar-powered residence 

offers the perfect blend of modern luxury and natural beauty in one of Orange 

County’s most coveted regions. 

Deborah Robinson
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.533.2234 
deborah@agentinc.co
DRE# 01399425
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16795 CALLE HERMOSA
SAN DIEGO
6 BEDS | 6 BATHS | 6,090 SQFT

OFFERED AT $3,495,000

Imagine having NO HOA and No Mello-Roos, minutes from 

shopping, your own private grove, 960 sq ft guest house with 

oversized garage snuggled ideally between the Crosby, RSF 

& Santaluz. Unparelleled privacy and room to roam and views 

to UTC. This custom built estate has all these things and 

more. Perched at the top of a privately gated meandering 

drive, Nothing speaks freedom and privacy like having NO 

HOA controlling the use of your land Total Square footage 

and bedroom and bath count includes, guest house features. 

Property has approved plans for Workshop and full sized two 

car garage.

Mike Taylor
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
619.813.5950 
miketaylor@agentinc.co
DRE# 01224870
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DAVID YURMAN 
LITERACY PROJECT EVENT

(1) Hunter Fedden, Savannah Polisar, Lauren Phillips, Kaz Halcovich, Manal Bozarth

(2) David August Heil, John McMonigle (3) Manal Bozarth, Sue Grant, Gary Grant, Scott Lytle

(4) Monica Isaacs, John McMonigle, Sue Grant (5) Tyler Kelly, Ronna Shipman, Sue Grant

1

2 3

4

5

DAVID YURMAN PARTNERS WITH THE 

LITERACY PROJECT TO BRING THE GIFT OF 

LITERACY TO ORANGE COUNTY SCHOOLS

David Yurman opened their South Coast Plaza 

doors for the first time since the COVID 

pandemic restrictions to some 50 guests for a 

fundraiser to benefit The Literacy Project. Sue 

Grant, founder and volunteer CEO, and John 

McMonigle, founder of Agent Inc., served as 

hosts of the event along with DY’s Regional 

Director Monica Isaacs and store General 

Manager Melanie Scheller. Guests mingled 

among the luxurious DY jewelry famous for its 

crafted silver and gold artistry. The evening 

raised over $23,000, with special thanks to 

former board member Ronna and Bill Shipman 

and Gary Grant who both donated $10,000 to 

the cause.

For the second annual year, David Yurman has 

offered to donate 10% of all proceeds to TLP’s 

mission of serving underprivileged and struggling 

readers in the local area school districts. The 

proceeds will provide TLP’s reading program “free of 

cost” to children with reading skills that have been 

dramatically affected during the COVID pandemic 

this past school year. Now more than ever, TLP’s 

program is critical in building a foundational base in 

reading skills among second graders, especially 

since retention loss is climbing to an estimated 30% 

due to distant online learning. Students with prior 

difficulty and failing scores in language arts are 

bound to suffer an illiteracy pandemic without the 

additional aid of specialized programming.

“Literacy is a key component to living a fruitful life 

and is essential for healthy and successful child 

development. At Agentinc., we realize literacy can 

drastically effect a child’s outcome, and we are 

devoted to helping them achieve a bright and 

fulfilling future each step of the way,” States John 

McMonigle, Founder, Agentinc. 



STEPPING
OUT

DAVID YURMAN 
LITERACY PROJECT EVENT

(1) Hunter Fedden, Savannah Polisar, Lauren Phillips, Kaz Halcovich, Manal Bozarth

(2) David August Heil, John McMonigle (3) Manal Bozarth, Sue Grant, Gary Grant, Scott Lytle

(4) Monica Isaacs, John McMonigle, Sue Grant (5) Tyler Kelly, Ronna Shipman, Sue Grant

1

2 3

4

5

DAVID YURMAN PARTNERS WITH THE 

LITERACY PROJECT TO BRING THE GIFT OF 

LITERACY TO ORANGE COUNTY SCHOOLS

David Yurman opened their South Coast Plaza 

doors for the first time since the COVID 

pandemic restrictions to some 50 guests for a 

fundraiser to benefit The Literacy Project. Sue 

Grant, founder and volunteer CEO, and John 

McMonigle, founder of Agent Inc., served as 

hosts of the event along with DY’s Regional 

Director Monica Isaacs and store General 

Manager Melanie Scheller. Guests mingled 

among the luxurious DY jewelry famous for its 

crafted silver and gold artistry. The evening 

raised over $23,000, with special thanks to 

former board member Ronna and Bill Shipman 

and Gary Grant who both donated $10,000 to 

the cause.

For the second annual year, David Yurman has 

offered to donate 10% of all proceeds to TLP’s 

mission of serving underprivileged and struggling 

readers in the local area school districts. The 

proceeds will provide TLP’s reading program “free of 

cost” to children with reading skills that have been 

dramatically affected during the COVID pandemic 

this past school year. Now more than ever, TLP’s 

program is critical in building a foundational base in 

reading skills among second graders, especially 

since retention loss is climbing to an estimated 30% 

due to distant online learning. Students with prior 

difficulty and failing scores in language arts are 

bound to suffer an illiteracy pandemic without the 

additional aid of specialized programming.

“Literacy is a key component to living a fruitful life 

and is essential for healthy and successful child 

development. At Agentinc., we realize literacy can 

drastically effect a child’s outcome, and we are 

devoted to helping them achieve a bright and 

fulfilling future each step of the way,” States John 

McMonigle, Founder, Agentinc. 
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Award-winning chef Michael Mina and hospitality veteran Brent Bolthouse celebrate their first joint 

partnership in Southern and Northern California. The Bungalow Kitchen is a new social dining experience 

and community clubhouse with two locations, one in Long Beach, California in the Belmont Shore 

neighborhood (2nd & PCH) with its second location in Tiburon (5 Main Street), California. The Bungalow 

Kitchen will bring a chic and bohemian atmosphere, and feature California Cuisine heavily inspired by 

local, seasonal ingredients with a robust wine list and custom cocktails.

www.bungalowkitchen.com



1970 Dodge Coronet 
Hemi R/T Convertible
Reserve Price: $250,000.00
agentauction.co



Own One of the World’s Rarest Muscle Cars

Looking for the definition of a dream car? You’ve found it. Introducing 

the 1970 Dodge Coronet Hemi R/T Convertible. Don’t miss your 

chance to own one of the rarest and most sought-after muscle 

cars in American automotive history. Of the only 294 1970 Coronet 

convertibles manufactured, only 3 included the iconic 426 Hemi 

engine featured in this rotisserie restored work of art. Every single 

piece, part, and bolt of this fine automobile has been pulled apart, 

refurbished, sandblasted, and replaced. Completely deconstructed 

down to its original rust-free sheet metal and reconstructed entirely 

of original Mopar and date-code correct parts, this 525 horsepower 

machine is in the exact condition it was when it first rolled out of the 

factory in Auburn Hills, Michigan, 1969.
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3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentincmedia.co

www.agentincmedia.co

At Agent Inc. Media, we offer an array of world-class services designed to help 

businesses, vendors, and real estate associates expand their reach and generate 

interest. Our in-house team of media, marketing, and advertising experts are here to 

help you develop engaging content across a vast array of platforms, ensuring your 

business gets the visibility it needs to achieve your ultimate vision.



Rise Park is the Newest Neighborhood in 

Great Park Neighborhoods Irvine

Pulte’s newest addition to Irvine is now on the Rise in one of the most appealing 

areas in Great Park. New Luxury Single Family homes offering Contemporary two 

and three story floorplans that feature open-concept living with home designs 

ranging from 3,200 square feet to 4,430 square feet with 4-5 bedrooms and 4.5-5.5 

bathrooms. Rise neighborhood is a vibrant and natural-inspired place graced by 

greenery, gathering spaces and many architectural delights. A mix of traditional 

and contemporary homes.

Priced from $1,500,000

To learn more about this community or schedule a tour contact Cynthia Tomasino 

at 949.246.6261 Cynthia Tomasino
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Broker Associate
949.246.6261 
Cynthia@OCRealEstateServices.com
DRE# 01786713
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THE WINSTON CHURCHILL LIMITED EDITION COLLECTION

INSPIRED BY «THE COMMANDER»

Sir Winston Churchill was a man of many facets. The 2021 Davidoff 

Winston Churchill Limited Edition honors his character of the 

fearless commander, navigating his people and soldiers through 

troubled waters always with a cigar at hand.

us.davidoffgeneva.com/

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 9898

E. info@agentcredit.co

www.agentcredit.co



3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 9898

E. info@agentcredit.co

www.agentcredit.co

Agent Credit is dedicated to providing coaching, education, and repair to create 

beneficial futures for our clients. At Agent Credit, we believe financing and excellent 

credit are the backbone of successful companies and is essential for individuals 

looking to enhance their life.



20655 SUTHERLAND DAM ROAD
RAMONA 
4 Beds | 4.5 Baths | 8,000 Sqft | Offered at $6,995,000

Embracing 352 Acres of land on two contiguous parcels in the beautiful 

Wine Country of Ramona, California, this Equestrian Estate and Arabian 

Horse Ranch rivals many of California’s finest. Some of the amenities 

include an 8000 Square Foot Custom home with incredible 360 degree 

mountain views, several other historical homes dating back to 1890, a 

35 Stall State of the Art Barn with covered riding Arena, an additional 

20 Stall barn, a Breeding facility, a 12 Stall Mare Hotel, a Presentation 

Office, a covered Bullpen, numerous dry turnout pastures and irrigated 

pastures, two wells and much more. North Arabians is one of the top 

Breeding operations for Purebred Arabian horses in the country. The 

World renowned Arabian Stallion, Padron’s Psyche resided here for about 

nine years and sired over 1500 offspring during his span of breeding 

years. This property also lends itself to being developed into a Grape 

Vineyard on at least a 100 acres of the land, if one desired to create 

a Vineyard. This is truly a one of a kind opportunity to own a beautiful 

Ranch property on 352 Acres in Southern California.

John Evans
Residential Agent Inc.
Agent Ranch, President
TheRealEstater@gmail.com
949.903.0834
DRE# 00378197
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20655 SUTHERLAND DAM ROAD
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430 ACRE PARCEL
OFFERED AT $3,225,000

524 ACRE PARCEL
OFFERED AT $3,668,000

LIVE YOUR DREAM 

Stunning Trophy Property in the Legendary San Rafael Valley located an 

hour Southeast of Tucson and near Patagonia, Arizona. Almost 1000 Acres 

adjacent to about 5112 Acres of US Forest Service protected land. This 

property can be a Corporate Retreat, Personal Retreat or Retirement Hide-

Away. The Ranch Home is beyond charming and overlooks majestic views 

for a hundred miles.  

This property is currently a working grass fed Cattle Ranch with 

Equestrian improvements too. There are two Building Sites (17 and 20 

Acres) surrounded by Conservation Easements protecting the Valley from 

extensive development. A paradise to quiet the Mind and rejuvenate Body 

and Soul.

Courtesy of Marty Ryan, First United Realty, AZ DRE# BR024526000

John Evans
Residential Agent Inc.
Agent Ranch, President
John@AgentRanch.co
949.903.0834
DRE# 00378197

Cynthia Tomasino
Residential Agent Inc.
Agent Ranch, Vice President
949.246.6261 
Cynthia@AgentRanch.co
DRE# 01786713
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PREMIER HORSE PROPERTY AND 
LUXURY HOME ON 10 ACRES IN 
MERIDIAN, IDAHO 

Welcome to Shooting Star Ranch- a gorgeous equine estate nestled in a 

gated community on 10.07 acres. This dramatic architectural masterpiece 

boasts the finest finishes, making it the pinnacle of Idaho Luxury. A 

magnificent design of harmonious indoor/outdoor entertaining features a 

courtyard, pool, gym, theatre room, game room, & chef’s kitchen. The horse 

set-up is 2nd to none, which includes: 2 arenas (Covered and outdoor) 

both with a sprinkler system, 6 horse stalls with runs, haybarn, crossties, 2 

tack rooms, wash rack and approximately 5 acres of pasture. WELCOME 

HOME. Indulge ... You deserve it.

COVERED ARENA | UNCOVERED ARENA | PEN | HAY BARN | FENCED | 

POOL | 2 BARNS WITH 6 STALLS | 3 RUN-IN STALLS

Courtesy of Julia A. Shoemaker

Amherst Madison Real Estate Advisors

John Evans
Residential Agent Inc.
Agent Ranch, President
John@AgentRanch.co
949.903.0834
DRE# 00378197

Cynthia Tomasino
Residential Agent Inc.
Agent Ranch, Vice President
949.246.6261 
Cynthia@AgentRanch.co
DRE# 01786713
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MOVERS & 
SHAKERS
#hardestworkingagentsintheoc

Elevated Agent Spotlight:
Carly Zamani of the zRE Team

For Carly Zamani, being an agent isn’t just about selling properties 

and negotiating deals—it’s about changing lives. For over two years, 

Carly and her team of real estate agents, specialists, and lenders at 

zRE have been at the forefront of the Orange County luxury market, 

assisting a vast network of clientele achieve their most lofty real 

estate goals across all spectrums of the industry. With a dedication 

to loyalty, integrity, and good-old-fashioned fun, Carly has risen to 

the top of the luxury market, providing clients with insider insight 

and beneficial financial futures. Elevated caught up with Carly to see 

what’s new in the world of zRE, as well as to get to the bottom of her 

noteworthy nickname, “Sparkle Plenty,” and explore her infamous 

obsession with high heels. 
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MOVERS & SHAKERS
2020 has been a unique year in real estate to say the least. But the 
zRE team continued to thrive despite the setbacks. How were you 
able to keep the momentum going after the pandemic hit? 

Because of our ability to connect intimately with our clients, we 
gained many referrals. We also stepped-up our personal care 
and concern for all our clients and potential clients outside of real 
estate. We virtually and electronically went above and beyond by 
sending listing videos, Zoom calling clients, carrying-out FaceTime 
home previews and showings, and working outside of our focus 
neighborhoods.

zRE prides itself on its expertise across the entire spectrum of real 
estate, from mortgages to residential development to commercial 
investments. How does your vast knowledge of the industry assist 
your clients in consistently realizing their goals? 

We are a team of agents with knowledge that goes beyond simply 
completing a real estate transaction. By being a licensed lender, 
we are able to better teach clients to find the immediate and long-
term value in the properties they are selling or buying. We have 
also been able to reach more clients by specializing in all aspects 
of real estate. Offers for our buyers are more easily accepted. 
Listings for our sellers are smoother since we can better vet out 
the financing of potential buyers. Our clients will be able to continue 
working with us for a lifetime since we can assist with refinancing 
their mortgages. We have over 50 years of combined real estate 
and mortgage experience to back up our business.

2020 ended. 2021 is here. Has the real estate industry changed? 
If so, what trends do you see emerging over the next year?

I continue to see pent up demand. Since 2020 was a year of 
lockdown (worldwide), homes became even more important than 
ever before. I would count on rates continuing to remain low which 
will continue to drive the purchase and investment business. The 
changes and guidelines have evolved numerous times over the 
past year for a variety of loan products, and the increase in county 
loan limits will only further continue to positively impact the market. 
 
You grew up as one of 9 children in Carlsbad. I think it’s safe to 
assume, it was a colorful environment. Tell us how your upbringing 
informs your client relationships today.

I have a true servant’s heart. Being raised in such a large family 
taught me patience, selflessness, responsibility, and independence. 
It also helped me to learn how to deal with a variety of personalities 
at a young age. I have had to work ridiculously hard for everything I 
have attained in my life, which creates a genuine sense of gratitude 
and pride in how I deal with my clients. They often become my 
friends long after their “deal” closes.
 
As mentioned before, the zRE team has created a successful 
brand synonymous with real estate success. Tell us how you were 
able to use your brand to reach potential clients and how you 
utilize your brand recognition to achieve success for your clients.

My motto is the #hardestworkingagentintheOC and now in the U.S. 
I have actually had clients tell me they love that slogan, and I tell 
potential clients that I will prove it to them. My brand truly embodies 
agents that do not care about the commission—we care about the 

clients and their families. I chose the lion for my logo to represent 
loyalty, protection, and a regal or luxury business. 

The zRE Team has been together for 2 years. Tell us how it came 
to be.

I knew when I became an agent that I wanted to teach other agents 
and continue being a leader. I have a strong background in senior 
management and leadership and have been in those types of 
roles for the past decade. I made it my mission to be as nice and 
welcoming to every single agent I would meet, and my team quickly 
began to grow. Two of the agents on my team actually followed my 
social media accounts for over a year before approaching me to 
ask if they could work with me.

We did a little research and discovered you have a nickname—
“Sparkle Plenty.” Tell us how that moniker came about.  

Aww, YES! Sparkle Plenty! My grandmother gave me that nickname. 
She would quietly tell me as a little girl that I had a magic ability to 
reach others and make them happy so I should always show off my 
smile and sparkle plenty.

It is known amongst your colleagues you have a bit of an obsession 
with high heels—in fact Elevated was told you purchase a new 
pair each time you close. Tell us how this obsession and tradition 
started.

Working in the restaurant industry for 20 years never allowed me 
the chance to wear high heels. I always had to opt for the ugly 
comfortable ones since I would be on my feet for 12-16 hours. I was 
SO excited to dress fashionably with my new career that I decided 
to start buying a pair of heels every time a deal closed and I would 
name them after the street of the home that I sold, purchased, 
leased, etc. My clients LOVE to hear about it and some of them 
have even asked to pick the heels so I will remember them! The 
heels I am wearing right now are called Rockefeller.
 
As an O.C. native and successful agent, you must have 
crisscrossed the county a thousand times. What’s a couple of 
your favorite spots to relax and/or enjoy some righteous cuisine?

I love the Montage Laguna Beach. My grandparents lived in Blue 
Lagoon so I grew up on the private beaches there as a kid. The 
Montage spa, blow-dry bar and restaurants are some of my favorites. 
Their attention to detail along with their service and hospitality 
never let you down. My favorite restaurants are Nick’s and Mastro’s 
Steakhouse.
 
2021 is poised to get the planet slightly back on track. What hopes 
do you have not only for the zRE team, but for your community 
as well?

One of the things that everyone is missing is human touch! Since 
we all have to quarantine, social distance, and wear ninja masks, we 
miss out on seeing smiles, giving and getting hugs and spending 
time together. My genuine hope for the community is that everyone 
will be a bit kinder to each other and make more of an effort to be 
empathetic. We are all in this together. I left my corporate career to 
work in real estate so I can help people through some of the most 
exciting, challenging and stressful life experiences you have when 
you sell or buy a home. I realllllly want to help as many people as I 
possibly can.



STUNNING SETTING. 
ICONIC TRUE WALDORF SERVICE.  
WELCOME TO THE CLUB.

CALL 949-234-3494  |  WALDORFASTORIAMONARCHBEACH.COM 
FOR MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION AND A PERSONALIZED TOUR



E M E R S O N

I N D O O R

Shiva Manoucheri

President, Agent Concept

(949) 701-5353 | info@agentconcept.co



E M E R S O N

I N D O O R

Shiva Manoucheri

President, Agent Concept

(949) 701-5353 | info@agentconcept.co
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LUXURY CAR SALES
ELEVATED

LUXURY CAR SALES SPECIALIST
info@agentauto.co
949.400.8586

Kirk Dawson



3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agenttc.co

www.agenttc.co

Our real estate transaction coordinators are devoted solely to processing listings and 

transactions under contract. We offer third party neutral transactions when an agent is 

representing both parties. We offer a tailored approach to each transaction and abide by the 

highest standards and expectations. Whether an agent is seasoned, or newly licensed, our 

responsive and sales-minded team deliver results and fight for each closing.
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Elevated Dining 
Spotlight: 

Danielle Kuhn, 
Chef and Owner 

of Maison 
Café + Market



maison

noun

[feminine] 

• house

The house is a foundational element to our lives, our upbringings, and our 

histories. It provides shelter, security, safety. But it also provides a place to 

come together and share our lives and love with family and friends. It gives 

us a sacred space to share our stories, our experiences, and our visions. 

For Danielle Kuhn, owner and chef of acclaimed Maison Café + Market in 

Dana Point, home is everything. 

Nowadays, we often overlook the joy of the dinner table, the way it feels to sit 

down with those who are dear to us and indulge in food, conversation, and 

laughter. So, Chef Danielle took it upon herself to restore this fundamental 

practice that has seemingly been lost amidst endless emails, Zoom calls, 

social media posts, and a global pandemic, by creating a culinary experience 

that not only satisfies the body, but also satisfies the essence of the soul. 

Simply put: Maison is home. By providing a deeply curated culinary 

environment that bridges bold flavor, imagination, and impeccable service 

with the emotional tangibility and recognition of home, Chef Danielle and 

her team at Maison have successfully tapped into that nostalgic feeling 

we long for. To sit down and experience the menu at Maison is to create 

an everlasting memory, one brimming with flawless execution, masterfully 

designed taste profiles, and winsome aesthetics. 

From the champignons with fried egg, to the salmon belly rillettes, to the 

handmade cavatelli with house-made sausage, Chef Danielle meticulously 

offers up robust yet intricate dishes designed to leave an imprint on the 

tongue and mind. With its roots in Franco-European cuisine combined with 

a healthy dose of Dana Point beach-town panache, Maison offers diners 

a rare opportunity to experience international inspiration in a distinctly 

California coastal environment. By sourcing seasonal ingredients locally, 

providing an adventurous rotating menu, hand-selecting biodynamic and 

organic wines from around the world, and offering an in-house market with 

freshly made gourmet meals and unique wares, Maison brings the magic 

of the European countryside to the sparkling shores of Southern Orange 

County.

Elevated was excited to chat with Danielle and dive into her history, the 

Maison aesthetic, her heirloom china collection, and of course, food. 

Welcome home!

Tell us about how you got your start in the culinary world?

I started working in restaurants when I was only 13, and instantly fell in love 

with the hustle and bustle of service. Hospitality and building relationships 

are the fundamental values I learned at a very young age. When I was 15, 

I left high school and began working full time. I never questioned what I 

wanted to do career-wise. The industry has allowed me to raise my boys by 

the ocean and allowed me to grow and thrive through the years. After over 

20 years of working multiple jobs to save money and provide for my family, 

I was finally able to save enough money to bring my vision of a community 

driven restaurant that serves organic and healthy food to life with Maison 

Cafe and Market in Dana Point, only 7 miles from our home in San Clemente. 





When she passed away, she had a lot of china that no one had a 

use for, so I kept it in my garage knowing one day they would fill the 

tables at Maison.

Now, after two years, our china collection has grown. We have guests 

bring us boxes of china that they’ve had stored away, and we wash 

off the dust and give the china a second life to be enjoyed by many.

Maison has a lively and exciting wine club—can you tell us about 
it?

We do a quarterly wine club subscription at Maison—it’s a blast! All 

these wines have stories and are usually wines none of our guests 

have experienced before. We all get together four times a year and 

drink wine, eat food, and laugh a lot. Then everyone gets sent home 

with more wine! My motto in life is, “Eat well, drink good wine, and 

laugh often.”

What’s the last year been like for you and Maison?

No one could have ever prepared me for the lessons and growth the 

last year has brought.

We went from having a line out the door every morning for breakfast 

and lunch, to a farmer’s market during the initial shutdown. It was 

pretty remarkable how quickly my team pivoted to adapt to all 

the changes, and more so how our community embraced and 

supported Maison through each and every day.

 

I’m left in awe by my team and the community that has supported 

this single-mom-owned-business every step of the way through the 

pandemic, and know that the future is going to be incredible.

 

We are open for full service now and look forward to continuing to 

serve each guests that walks in our doors.

 

There’s some buzz brewing around town about your new endeavor, 
Giana.

Giana Bakery + Provisions is the second restaurant I am opening, 

also in Dana Point. The name Giana means “God is gracious,” and 

my life is walking and living proof of that.

 

We are going to be offering a full Italian marketplace with imported 

Italian groceries and a full bakery with a wine bar, deli, and restaurant.

For more information on Maison, or to check out a sample menu, 
visit maisondanapoint.com

34320 CA-1 H, Dana Point, CA 92629

Interview by Deborah Robinson

 Why did you choose “Maison” for your café and market?

Maison means home and that is what I want each guest to experience when 

they walk in our doors. While some girls daydream of being a princess or 

living in a castle, I was reading cookbooks and fantasizing about Campanile, 

Nancy Silverton’s restaurant that she opened with her then husband Mark 

Peel. Nancy and Mark lived above the restaurant in a little apartment and 

that just seemed like a dream to me. I’ve never had a chance to travel, but 

in my mind I’ve been around the globe by finding my inspiration through 

what I imagine the food would look like in the countryside of Europe, plated 

with carefree precision where it looks like the food just perfectly fell onto 

the plate.

 
Tell us about the inspiration behind your menu and vision. 

The food at Maison is simple. We buy the best ingredients of the season 

and do as little as possible to make them shine. We also make everything 

except our bread in house. The amount of work and thought that goes into 

each of our dishes, as well as the care of the team members that serve 

them, can be felt in every bite.

 

I’m constantly looking for new ideas, for dishes and inspiration in old books 

and photographs. I’m an eternal student of both the kitchen and of life, and 

thrive to grow and learn more every day.

 

My children are the driving force giving me the courage and determination 

to thrive and move forward. They are my biggest supporters, and raising 

them has been my greatest blessing. As a single mom, you always struggle 

with finding the balance between work and home. I’m so thankful that my 

boys were both young enough to be living at home when Maison opened, 

so that they could see that if you stay focused and determined, that if you 

work hard and never give up, anything you want to do in your life is possible.

My oldest son is now going to Cal Poly SLO where he studies Bio Chemistry, 

and my youngest son is in High School in San Clemente. I am so blessed 

to get to watch their life adventures unfold.  

Tell us a little about the impressive, yet little known wines in your selection.

All of our wines are imported. We select wines from smaller vineyards and 

only work with small distributors. I’ve chosen to do this because there are 

so many incredible wines from all over the world—each of them with their 

own stories and personalities—and it’s such a treat when a guest falls in 

love with a wine they’ve never heard of.

 

There’s no way to dine at Maison and not comment on the European 
aesthetic and of course, the china collection.

Much of the inspiration behind the décor at Maison was influenced by my 

grandmother’s love of Europe. She would spend half the year in France and 

the other half at her house in Newport Beach. When I was a young child, 

she would tell me stories of the food and places she had been, and I fell in 

love with the beauty of the European countryside.
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Do You Love Where You Live?
You Need Agent Ranch.



www.agentescrow.co

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentescrow.co

Agent Escrow is designed for today’s high efficiency and rapid response solutions 

customized for each customer’s unique transaction needs. In a saturated marketplace of 

Escrow services and products, we use hyper-focused technique, industry experts and a 

process driven platform that delivers beyond expectations in revolutionary ways that service 

all levels of the Real Estate process and beyond.



1608 DOVER DRIVE
NEWPORT BEACH
4 BEDS | 3.5 BATHS | 2,735 SQFT | OFFERED AT $2,699,999

Beautiful remodeled home with an open floor plan in the coveted neighborhood of Dover 

Shores. The kitchen is equipped with stainless steel Thermador appliances, stunning 

porcelain countertops, and walk-in pantry. An oversized Master Suite retreat with a large 

walk-in closet. Master bathroom has a soaking tub and enormous walk-in shower. The 

entire house has brand new hardwood floors. Very large backyard with new concrete, new 

redwood fencing, new sod, rose garden, fire pit area, and custom outdoor kitchen with 

concrete countertops. The epitome of indoor/outdoor luxury living in Newport Beach.

Ivan Moad
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
619.587.4826 
Ivan@agentinc.co
DRE# 02054588
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10 SMITHCLIFFS ROAD
LAGUNA BEACH
3 BEDS | 3.5 BATHS | 4,505 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Located in one of the most cherished exclusive gated 

communities in North Laguna Beach. This contemporary coastal 

estate captures style, sophistication and the ultimate in coastal 

living. Entering the property through the front courtyard, you are 

greeted with the relaxing sound of an extensive water feature 

complimenting the outside living space and fire pit area. The 

property adorns huge vaulted ceilings and open space allowing 

light to flow freely through the entire structure offering a peaceful 

energy in every room. The main level opens to a beautiful and 

tranquil spa and pool environment accessed through lanai style 

doors while an oversized master bedroom with fireplace opens 

to a full balcony overlooking the property. Kitchen, family, dining, 

and backyard entertaining areas open to each other allowing to 

take in ocean breezes.

Cheryl Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.842.5340
cheryl@cheryllynch.com
DRE #01341572

Gregory Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.300.7342
gregory@thelynchgroupoc.com
DRE #01982385
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JUST SOLD

9 ROBERTS DRIVE
COTO DE CAZA
4 BEDS | 5 BATHS | 4,223 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Opulent Pool Home Masterpiece in the Desirable Terra Vida 

tract of Coto de Caza. Amazing Views of Saddleback Valley!! 

This Multifunctional Luxury homeoffers Endless Upgrades and 

Opportunities!!! Soaring ceilings greet you at the entry. Formal 

living and dining areas surround a thoughtful patio with a tranquil 

water feature. Downstairs guest bedroom/full bath can double as 

an office. Great room is perfect for entertaining or cooking in the 

gourmet kitchen. Oversized master has a romantic fireplace and 

viewing balcony. Spa like master bathroom features a soaking 

tub, and a grand walk-in closet. 

Cheryl Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.842.5340
cheryl@cheryllynch.com
DRE #01341572

Gregory Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.300.7342
gregory@thelynchgroupoc.com
DRE #01982385
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
AND CABIN COMFORT

GULFSTREAM
G600 

Gulfstream G600 

“We are glad our customers in Europe can now register their G600 on the continent and easily experience the 

advanced technology and cabin comfort of the aircraft,” said Mark Burns, president, Gulfstream. “Pilots have told us 

the Symmetry Flight Deck is a joy to fly, and customers are reaping the benefits of the award-winning Gulfstream 

cabin, with its advanced ergonomics, flexibility and health benefits. With the latest range increase—the third for the 

G600—customers in Europe and around the world will get even more out of their aircraft.”

Gulfstream has earned awards for the G600’s interior design as well as the seat designs that debuted on the aircraft. 

The cabin can be configured with up to four living areas, features 14 Gulfstream panoramic windows and offers the 

Gulfstream Cabin Experience of 100% fresh, never recirculated air, industry-leading low cabin altitudes and 

whisper-quiet sound levels.  

www.gulfstream.com
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Cheryl Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.842.5340
cheryl@cheryllynch.com
DRE #01341572

Gregory Lynch
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.300.7342
gregory@thelynchgroupoc.com
DRE #01982385

JUST SOLD

447 AVENIDA CRESPI
SAN CLEMENTE
4 BEDS | 4 BATHS | 3,300 SQFT

Brand New 2020 Remodel - Unbelievable Sunset Ocean View Coastal Contemporary 

Smart Home. Located minutes from the beach and downtown San Clemente, 

this masterpiece is perched above the golf course on the 15th and 16th holes. 

This stunning home offers breathtaking views from every room of the Blue Pacific, 

Catalina Island, or golf course. The property spans 3,300 square foot of living 

space with three well designed floors and convenient elevator. The main level is 

highlighted by an open kitchen and family room that include Italian Antolini Quartz 

counters, top of the line Brizo fixtures, Professional Line imported German kitchen 

cabinetry appointed with touch/mechanical uppers and lighting. High end Fisher 

& Paykel appliances including steam/convection oven, smart wall oven, warming 

drawer, 30” built in refrigerator/freezer columns and professional cooktop complete 

the gourmet kitchen.
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3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentinccommercial.co

www.agentinccommercial.co

Driven by relationships and a deep commitment to personalized one-on-one 

service, Agent Commercial is elevating the art of commercial real estate services to 

impressive new heights. Locally and internationally, our admirable team of experts 

will guide you every step of the way to achieving and exceeding your unique goals.





View. Bid. Sell. Win.

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentauction.co

www.agentauction.co

Agent Auction utilizes our global brand reach, major national television network circulation, 

targeted digital campaigns, and expert photography and literature to ensure each 

property, object, and item gains maximum exposure across each respective industry, 

worldwide. Our ability to separate ourselves as a distinctive upmarket auction site attracts 

an expansive assemblage of serious domestic and international prospective buyers with 

offers in hand, prepared to strike a deal from anywhere across the globe.



Facial Lounge 

Facial Lounge (Corona del Mar & Beverly Hills) offers 

each client a VIP experience, specializing in custom 

vegan facials and delivering a true one-of-a-

kind treatment by famed founder/esthetician Amber 

Rose Johnson and her team of skilled professionals. 

FacialLounge.com | (949) 432-5915

Explore a fresh, holistic approach to skincare. Your skin is 

the voice of the body, outwardly demonstrating internal 

imbalances. Get a comprehensive and personalized 

skincare plan from our experienced estheticians. Our 

treatments include vegan, organic, gluten-free and non-

toxic products, color therapy, and more.
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JUST SOLD

32800 CAMINO ORTEGA
VINEYARD IN WARNER SPRINGS

Bid now to experience quintessential vineyard living in one of Southern California’s 

most picturesque and pristine grape producing locales, Warner Springs. Crystalline 

tranquility and blue skies abound on this expansive double lot, 4-acre property 

featuring an enchanting and historical adobe main house with custom stone 

accents and old-world craftsmanship at the forefront of design.

Masterfully integrated into the rock landscape, the main house invites the outdoors 

within and features abundant panoramic views of Hot Springs Mountain, Eagle 

Rock, and Cleveland National Forest. Vaulted A-frame ceilings, stone fireplaces, and 

hardwood flooring add pure French-country charm, while the handsome kitchen 

features glass-front cabinets and windows overlooking the winsome property.

Danielle Woodard
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
714.724.7244
daniellewoodard@agentinc.co
DRE #01951808

Jerry Henberger
Residential Agent Inc.
President, Agent Commercial
949.874.7126
jerry@agentinc.co
DRE #01332379
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ALL INN
After a designer interior refit completed in 2019, ALL INN is offered in excellent condition for charter in the Bahamas or Caribbean. ALL 

INN is loaded with every water toy imaginable, from wave runners to an inflatable jungle gym and slide. Grab a paddle board or kayak 

for peaceful exploring, or try out the giant slide from the flybridge, waverunners, jungle gym and water-skis. Nothing is too much effort for 

ALL INN’s crew, including a Captain who uses +20 years’ experience and excellent knowledge of the Caribbean and Bahamas to show 

you the best secret spots.

YachtCharter@FraserYachts.com

FraserYachts.com

Upper deck outdoor space with L-shaped seating and hot tub

Zero Speed stabilizers for ultimate comfort

Flybridge with BBQ and shaded relaxation space

Main-deck master suite with king bed, ensuite, his & hers 

dressing rooms and office

LENGTH              130’/39.62M

BUILDER              Westport

BUILT/REFIT          2008/2019

GUESTS               10 guests in 5 staterooms

LOCATION            Bahamas, Caribbean, Florida

RATE/WEEK          Starting at $100,000/week



CHARTER IT INERARY

ITINERARY SUGGESTION
7 DAYS DISCOVERING BAHAMAS

F RA S E R C HA RT E R I T I N E RA RY B A HA MA S

THE BEST OF BAHAMAS

Nassau to Egg Island
65Nm  @  10 Knots  6H30

Egg Island to Harbour Island
39Nm  @  10 Knots  3H50

Harbour Island to Cat Island
170Nm  @  10 Knots  17H00

Cat Island to Pig Beach 
53Nm  @  10 Knots  5H20

Pig Beach to Hawksbill Cay
24Nm  @ 10 Knots  2H24

Hawksbill Cay to Shroud Cay 
4Nm  @ 10 Knots  0H30

Shroud Cay to Highbourne Cay 
33Nm  @  10 Knots  3h20

Highbourne Cay to Albany Marina
100Nm  @ 10 Knots  10H00

Albany marina

Nassau

Egg Island
Harbour Island

Cat Island

Pig Beach

Highbourne
Cay

Hawksbill Cay /
Shroud Cay
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3 DEL MAR
NEWPORT COAST
7 BEDS | 11 BATHS

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Views of the coastline, Catalina, Pelican golf course, the Harbor and Canyon

Front row Custom Luxury Estate is located on the most valued street in the Crystal Cove 

Community 

Lot Size approximately 20,975

Estimated 16,528 sqft including the underground 15 car garage

7 Bedroom 11 Bath (8 full 3 half baths)

Extra-long vanishing edge Pool over 60 feet  

4 of the bedrooms have ocean views

24 Hour double gated community 

Made From the highest quality materials from Italy and Spain

Exterior Cantera limestone from Spain. Stone Columns and Balusters  

Kitchen counters, flooring, stairway and showers of the finest Calacactta stone slabs

Stuc Pierre Entry Foye 

Venetian plaster throughout the home including bedrooms 

High quality designer appliances throughout

Custom Cabinetry made from highest quality of Alderwood

High quality commercial grade elevator to all 3 levels

Memorizing vertigo spiral staircase through all 3 floors

Custom designed with rounded edge steps finished with Calacatta stone slab and iron rod 

railing

Water features throughout the home

Fireplaces and BBQ area

John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004
john@agentinc.co
DRE #01123869

Yasmeen Berri
Coldwell Banker
Senior Associate
714.725.0909
yasmeen.berri@cbrealty.com
DRE# 02071157
Broker DRE# 00616212
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The Staglin Family Vineyard has a 130 year heritage of viticulture and a rich social history 

based on an extraordinary procession of owners through multiple generations.

 

In 1864, 47 year-old John Steckter, and his wife Mary E. Harris Steckter, purchased a 367 acre 

parcel for $34 an acre from Serranus Clinton Hastings, one of the wealthiest pioneers and 

capitalists of early California. They cleared the land and built a large wood frame residence 

and several barns on their new farm where they propagated 60 acres of grapes surrounding 

the home dedicating the remaining acreage for cattle and wheat. In 1877 a local newspaper 

described their Rutherford property as, “a fine dwelling upon the rising ground near the 

foothills..” In this home John and Mary raised their six children, four daughters and two sons.

After the death of John Steckter in 1904, Mary was forced to sell the property due to litigation 

at which time it passed through several different owners before it was purchased in 1922 by 

Frank G. Manley, a mysterious gold and oil tycoon who made his fortune in the territory of 

Alaska while on the run from the law in Texas. He and his wife Lucile and their extended family 

lived in their country estate amongst the vineyards, walnut trees and prune orchards.

 

In 1963 the parcel sold to the Sullivan family with marriage ties to the de Latour family who 

owned Beaulieu Vineyards (BV). Already having a home, the Sullivans parceled off the home 

and sold it as a separate home site. Under the watchful eye of Andre Tchelistcheff the prune 

orchard was removed and new vines were planted for BV’s exclusive Georges de Latour 

Private Reserve label. After the death of Louise Sullivan in 1984, the property was left to her 

stepson Walter H. Sullivan, Jr.

In 1985, the Staglin family purchased this historic estate on the Rutherford Bench. It seems 

incredible that after much searching this unique parcel became available to the Staglins by 

sheer word of mouth and good timing.

With a strong respect for the former proprietors they worked closely with Andre Tchelistcheff 

to bridge his knowledge of this unique land. In 2007 they purchased the original Steckter 

home, reuniting it with the surrounding acreage of which it had been a part for 140 years.

Contact Us

info@staglinfamily.com

707-963-3994

P.O. Box 680, Rutherford, CA 94573
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Elevated Vintner Spotlight: 
Shannon Staglin, President of Staglin Family Vineyards 

For 36 years, Staglin Family Vineyard has been producing some of the finest cabernet, chardonnay, and sangiovese in all of Napa. 

Known for their complex, yet delicate taste profiles produced by its optimal location on the Rutherford Bench, Staglin Family Vineyard 

offers oenophiles a distinct experience that reflects the character, history, and environment of the estate. With a dedication to 

conservation and sustainability, Staglin Family Vineyard also organically farms the land, and uses solar energy to power and produce 

their entire selection of award-winning wines.  With their deep-rooted passion for producing exquisite varietals, sustainable farming 

practices, and philanthropy, Staglin Family Vineyard has distinguished itself as one of the world’s premiere vineyards and winemakers. 

Elevated was excited to catch up with Shannon Staglin, President of Staglin Family Vineyard, to discuss the culture, vision, and history 

of the iconic brand. 



In order to fully understand the scope of Staglin Family Vineyard, it 
seems wise to start at the beginning. Why did your family choose 
Napa Valley? 
My father, Garen, was in grad school at Stanford and went to Napa 
to visit and experience the burgeoning wine culture. After his visit, he 
dreamed of one day owning land there. In 1985, my parents purchased 
the property that is now Staglin Family Vineyard. The land dates back to 
1864, and was originally a prune orchard. Eventually, Beaulieu Vineyard 
owned the land, and that’s who my parents purchased it from. My 
parents had no experience or knowledge of viticulture at the time, and 
their original intention was to be growers, sell fruit, and build a home.   
Bill Harlan was in my father’s Young President’s Organization chapter. 
Bill introduced my parents to David Abreu, a winemaker. Wine was a 
passion for my parents, so in 1986, they decided to make a barrel. 
Each year they continued developing their wine, and in early 1990 
they stopped selling fruit and transitioned from growers to vintners. 
Now, Staglin is organically farmed and powered by solar energy. The 
biodiversity of the property is a testament to its health.   

Tell us about the Staglin Family culture and vision. 
I was 6 years old when my parents purchased the property. At that time 
my parents wanted to lay the foundation for a family-owned operation 
that could transition from generation to generation. My parents gifted 
a small portion of the vineyard to my brother and myself so we could 
both be part-owners.  

Today, generational planning and estate planning is imperative for us 
to continue the family business in its current state. Obviously, the value 
of the land has increased over time, so my parents set a path to 
protect the family business. Many businesses in Napa don’t create 
a path for the business to succeed, so many of them fade as each 
generation takes over.  

I have been completely dedicated to continuing the family business. 
As soon as I graduated from UCLA, I began working in wine. I started 
as an intern, then did trade sales, hospitality, and management. Then 
I went back to school to receive an MBA from UC Davis, moved into 
banking, then came back home to Staglin in 2011 and took on a 
managerial role. But let me make this clear, all decisions run through 
my mom, Shari—she drives the bus! 

Staglin has a uniquely named line of fine wines. Can you tell us a 
little about how you came up with them? 
Salus is the roman goddess of health. My parents were in Italy for 
their 30th anniversary and they purchased a pendant that had Salus 
on it, and discovered she was the goddess of health. We do a lot of 
charitable work and philanthropy for brain health research, and they 
decided to use Salus for the symbol of their non-profit, One Mind. All 
of the profits from Salus Cabernet and Chardonnay go to One Mind. 
For Staglin, the label is based on a 10’ tall bronze work of art by Stephen 
de Staebler called “Winged Woman.” It was his modern version of 
the Goddess of Victory. My father traveled to the Louvre and was so 
awestruck by his art. It’s an abstract figure. She has elegance in her 
stride, but is missing a head and a wing.   

To us, “Winged Woman” represents forward progression. Keep your 
goals in mind, stay focused, and do it all with elegance. 
 

Stagliano is named after my grandfather who was from Calabria. He 
went through Ellis Island and wound up in Rochester, NY. His name was 
Stagliano. 

What makes Staglin Family wines so impressive? 
People connect with stories. We’ve made it our goal to connect with 
people and share our vision. People don’t purchase $200 bottles of wine 
unless they have a connection with the vineyard behind it. The Staglin 
vineyard is situated on the Rutherford Bench on the western side of Napa. 
Our wines are exceptional because of our elevation, our great drainage, 
and our distinctive weather that produces fine grain softer tannins.  

Also, our winery is on the estate. We have a crew that oversees the 
farming, and some of them have been with us for 36 years. The continuity 
of workmanship is so important to the quality of wine we produce. We 
have a crew that works tirelessly to sort, and we have a team dedicated 
to Staglin year-round.

Our goal is to make the best possible wine, but also make our wines 
reflective of this place, and that particular vintage. Every year there are 
different weather patterns. And even though it’s all coming from the same 
property year after year, it’s going to taste different. Napa is known for 
power and intensity in wines. Staglin shines with elegance and finesse, 
and represents a more feminine side of Cabernet. For us, it’s about 
making a wine that speaks to this unique place.  

Tell us a little more about your non-profit, One Mind, and the Napa 
Music Festival for Brain Health. 
My family has had an interest in brain health for several years, and it is 
something that has affected us and influenced us deeply. My parents 
wanted to help others and that’s how they started fundraising for brain 
health—not just mental health. My parents were having dinner with Chef 
Charlie Trotter and they shared their vision of a music festival and he 
said if they ever made it happen, he’d fly out and be the chef. From there, 
they brought in Benjamin Zander who was conductor at the time for San 
Francisco Philharmonic. My parents reached out to their vineyard friends 
and they all said they’d bring their incredible wines to pour and that’s how 
it was born. 

Now, top scientists and physicians come to discuss the advancements 
they are making as a result of donor dollars. We also have tastings with 
the top 70 vineyards, spotlight a local chef, and throw a concert. This year 
OneRepublic will be performing. We also do a dinner for patrons featuring 
renowned chefs with a tasting menu expertly paired with Staglin wines. 
When the day-to-day grind of running one of the most respected vineyards 
and wineries in Napa finally catches up with you, where do you escape? 
We have a home in Tomales Bay. It’s ideal for relaxation and peace of 
mind. There’s such a calming energy from the bay—it’s beautiful and 
quiet.  

To experience the award-winning and venerated Staglin Family Vineyard 
selection of wines or to schedule a private tasting, visit Staglinfamily.com 
To check out this year’s Napa Music Festival for Brain Health events and 
performers, or to purchase tickets for the VIP wine dinner, visit 
music-festival.org

Interview by Deborah Robinson
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Agent Inc. is dedicated to helping our community and 

the world at large by supporting a number of charitable 

organizations. Our philanthropic division, Agent Care, 

works closely with charities to help them achieve their 

goals, be it feeding the hungry, educating 

underprivileged children, assisting orphanages, or 

building homes in impoverished nations.

We invite you to take a look at what we’ve been doing 

and join with us in our mission to help those in need. We 

encourage all of our readers to reach out with any 

PAGES WITH PURPOSE

charitable events and causes you’d like to bring 

attention to, as well as get involved in our ongoing 

programs.

Agent Inc. and Agent Care are committed to providing 

assistance to those in need, and to bring awareness to 

the issues facing our community and globe. We thank 

you in advance for supporting each organization we 

work with, and hope that you will help us in our journey 

to create a better present and future for those who 

need it most.  



SALVATION
FOUNDATION

LITERACY
PROJECT

MIRACLES 
FOR KIDS

JUST 
PLANT IT



Dae

I started gardening in February of 2020. It was something me and my 

family had talked about doing when we first moved into our new 

home. I didn't think gardening would become my daily passion. To 

say, I seen Dae Gardens growing into what it is now would be a lie. I 

started to really take gardening seriously and my gardening motives 

had changed during the start of the COVID-19 quarantine pandemic. 

I started planting more different fruits and vegetables, learning how to 

up-cycle and reuse every-day materials. I am still learning and grow-

ing through trial and error. So far, my gardening journey has been 

amazing. I've learned so much about our ecosystem and how to grow 

and sustain our own food that I want to be able to share it with the 

world.  Although, gardening is nothing new, I feel most take it for grant-

ed and that it is a very important skill set to have in life. As a way to ed-

ucate, motivate and empower others to grow I created Dae Gardens. 

Always growing. Forever learning

When it comes to providing low-income families, seniors, and the disabled with healthy, organic fruits and vegetables, Just 

Plant It is just what the gardener ordered. Just Plant It is a self-funded non-profit organization dedicated to creating 

health-conscious and sustainable lifestyles for San Bernardino County and Inland Empire communities who may not have 

the means or education necessary to support an organic diet. With a focus on creating urban gardens that empower 

children, teens, and adults to explore and promote healthy lifestyle options, Just Plant It fills a much-needed gap in dietary 

education and good-health practices.

But that’s just the beginning. Just Plant It is also deeply dedicated to creating an environment of active volunteerism, 

partnership, and leadership to inform and educate their communities in an effort to create a better overall quality of life. 

With a vision of bringing equality, unity, respect, and justice to the diverse communities they serve, Just Plant It aims to 

create and maintain a harmonious and stable environment for residents to thrive and grow within.

Just Plant It believes everyone should have access to fresh, healthy, organic produce. They are committed to unifying 

communities through active participation in their program and fulfilling their goal of bringing awareness to the environment, 

the community, and the importance of maintaining physical and mental balance.

To find out more about how you can support Just Plant It and their vision of creating a healthier world for everyone to enjoy, 

visit daegardens.com
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Be Their Miracle
The surge in hospitalizations has 
meant delayed surgeries and 
treatments for critically-ill children.

Unable to leave their child’ side 
through these delays, many parents 
cannot work. Miracles for Kids keeps 
these families stable by providing a 
place to live, paying the bills, putting 
food on the table, and more. 

YOU can be the miracle for a child 
and family in need – please donate 
today!

info@miraclesforkids.org

Tax I.D. #91-2160616

(714) 730-3040



PARTNER

Launching in the wake of the pandemic, 360 Miracle is a giving circle exclusively for women to support 

Miracles for Kids. With an annual membership of $1,000 ($83.33 a month), 100% of the contribution will 

go directly to support low-income families with a critically-ill child. 

This growing network of women will multiply to help sustain vulnerable families at a crucial time. When 

a woman joins, she will have access to exclusive volunteer activities, quarterly events and an annual 

breakfast.

Please consider supporting those who need it most, Join 360 Miracle.

PAGES WITH PURPOSE

www.miraclesforkids.org



Thank you so much for your support to aid in the awareness, prevention, 

rescue and rehabilitation of sex trafficking victims and survivors. The United 

States is one of the top three leading countries for child trafficking and 

exploitation. This has become a 150-billion-dollar industry with an estimated 

minimum of 300,000 American children lured into the commercial sex trade 

every year. We are here to restore the lives of those who survive the trauma 

and pain that occurs when an innocent child is sexually abused or trafficked.

The Salvation Foundation is survivor-founded. The heart and passion that goes 

into each decision made to maintain the focus of taking down predators and 

saving children, stems from an in-depth knowledge into the mindset of a 

victim, and into the psychology of a predator, for a well-rounded approach to 

recovery and restoration. In our first year we created a software 

program that scans the internet for explicit material and exploitation of 

underage victims (Child Sexual Abuse Material – CSAM), creating a 

case file on that IP address and their illegal activity to hand over to the 

appropriate law enforcement agency to begin the investigation. Our 

software has furthered the efforts currently set in place to identify, 

monitor, and arrest child predators, pedophiles, and traffickers.

In addition, we work with domestic and international foster agencies, 

safe homes, transition homes and shelters to provide therapy and 

resources needed to aid and support survivors. Over time we have 

developed a network of resources and therapists to provide a 

well-rounded approach to recovery and life restoration for victims of all 

ages. Your donation will help aid our goals moving forward, which 

include: 

• Continue spreading awareness of this world-wide issue 

• Build a Wellness Rehabilitation Center for Survivors 

• Build homes to house children and women needing support 

• Create an Investigation Team, Special Ops, and Rescue Missions to 

extract children who are victim to abuse. 
www.thesalvationfoundation.com

SALVATION
FOUNDATION

Kara Garland is the Founder, visionary, and heart of The 

Salvation Foundation. She is an empowered survivor of 

child sexual abuse and violence. After finding her own voice 

as a survivor, she has set on a path to create an expansive 

network of resources, tools, and facilities to combat the 

scourge of child sex abuse and trafficking. Kara is uniquely 

armed with the strength of character and will necessary to 

fight this evil system and heal its innocent victims. She 

knows first hand the depth of corruption and vast 

destruction caused by this elaborate and lucrative form of 

modern slavery. So many victims are left voiceless, 

silenced, and alone, by not just their abusers, but often their 

family, friends, and even mental health professionals. But 

TSF refuses to leave a survivor behind.

Kara Garland | Founder, TSF

• Organically grow within California and other states in America, with 

focus on helping children that need a voice, support, housing, 

rehabilitation, and therapy to recover from the time they were 

enslaved. 

Thank you so much for your time and donation to help fund our efforts 

to provide a safe, productive, restorative atmosphere and allow 

optimal achievement of growth, healing and nurturing to take place 

for our most vulnerable population. Our children are our future, and 

they should be treated with such care. With your help, The Salvation 

Foundation is committed to bringing our youth to safety and recovery.
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and pain that occurs when an innocent child is sexually abused or trafficked.

The Salvation Foundation is survivor-founded. The heart and passion that goes 

into each decision made to maintain the focus of taking down predators and 

saving children, stems from an in-depth knowledge into the mindset of a 

victim, and into the psychology of a predator, for a well-rounded approach to 

recovery and restoration. In our first year we created a software 

program that scans the internet for explicit material and exploitation of 

underage victims (Child Sexual Abuse Material – CSAM), creating a 

case file on that IP address and their illegal activity to hand over to the 

appropriate law enforcement agency to begin the investigation. Our 

software has furthered the efforts currently set in place to identify, 

monitor, and arrest child predators, pedophiles, and traffickers.

In addition, we work with domestic and international foster agencies, 

safe homes, transition homes and shelters to provide therapy and 

resources needed to aid and support survivors. Over time we have 

developed a network of resources and therapists to provide a 

well-rounded approach to recovery and life restoration for victims of all 

ages. Your donation will help aid our goals moving forward, which 

include: 

• Continue spreading awareness of this world-wide issue 

• Build a Wellness Rehabilitation Center for Survivors 

• Build homes to house children and women needing support 

• Create an Investigation Team, Special Ops, and Rescue Missions to 

extract children who are victim to abuse. 
www.thesalvationfoundation.com

SALVATION
FOUNDATION

Kara Garland is the Founder, visionary, and heart of The 

Salvation Foundation. She is an empowered survivor of 

child sexual abuse and violence. After finding her own voice 

as a survivor, she has set on a path to create an expansive 

network of resources, tools, and facilities to combat the 

scourge of child sex abuse and trafficking. Kara is uniquely 

armed with the strength of character and will necessary to 

fight this evil system and heal its innocent victims. She 

knows first hand the depth of corruption and vast 

destruction caused by this elaborate and lucrative form of 

modern slavery. So many victims are left voiceless, 

silenced, and alone, by not just their abusers, but often their 

family, friends, and even mental health professionals. But 

TSF refuses to leave a survivor behind.

Kara Garland | Founder, TSF

• Organically grow within California and other states in America, with 

focus on helping children that need a voice, support, housing, 

rehabilitation, and therapy to recover from the time they were 

enslaved. 

Thank you so much for your time and donation to help fund our efforts 

to provide a safe, productive, restorative atmosphere and allow 

optimal achievement of growth, healing and nurturing to take place 

for our most vulnerable population. Our children are our future, and 

they should be treated with such care. With your help, The Salvation 

Foundation is committed to bringing our youth to safety and recovery.
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LITERACY PROJECT

DAVID YURMAN PARTNERS WITH THE LITERACY 
PROJECT TO BRING THE GIFT OF LITERACY TO 
ORANGE COUNTY SCHOOLS

1. THE IMPORTANCE OF LITERACY

• Here are some astonishing facts:

o 1 in 4 children in America grow up never learning to read

o 1 in 6 children who cannot read proficiently in 3rd grade do not graduate high school on time

o 85% of juveniles in the juvenile court system are functionally illiterate

o 60% of inmates in America cannot read

o 43% of adults in America read at an 8th grade level or lower

• Literacy is a fundamental human right.

• The importance of children’s literacy cannot be understated.

• Child illiteracy leads to lower income, health problems, and higher rates of incarceration

• Socially, illiteracy leads to low confidence, low self-esteem, shame, fear, and powerlessness resulting in 

compromised development.

• By doing our part to educate the children in our communities, we are giving them a chance to succeed 

as wholesome, active, and productive adults.

• Literacy leads to a higher quality of living and opens doors for economic growth.

• Every child should have the chance to succeed, and it starts with learning to read.

2. WHY THE LITERACY PROJECT IS IMPORTANT

• The Literacy Project works to remove the impediment of illiteracy from our community, allowing children

to confidently thrive in a nurturing environment.

• By working with at-risk children, The Literacy Project is able to effectively change the course of a child’s

life by giving them access to their basic human right of literacy.

• The program is aligned with Common Core and collaborative learning methods, and is administered by

Master Teachers who are highly credentialed as reading and language arts specialists.

• By helping children achieve literacy, The Literacy Project is actively providing a solution not only for the

children they serve, but also for the communities that serve the children.

• Literacy leads to safer and better developed communities.

3. AGENTINC. SUPPORTS THE LITERACY PROJECT

• Agentinc. is committed to elevating the community through its philanthropic organization, Agent Care.

• Agentinc. also brings public awareness to charitable organizations in its Pages for Purpose section

found inside each issue of Elevated magazine, Agentinc.’s own magazine dedicated to luxury real estate

and lifestyle.

• Agentinc. believes in elevating not only the lives of its team members, vendors, clients, and partners, but

also in elevating the lives of everyone in the community.

• Agentinc. believes literacy gives at-risk children the opportunity to thrive as adults.

• Giving children the gift of literacy is one of the simplest ways of giving them a better life.

• By enhancing the community and educating children, we can generate an atmosphere grounded in

love, hope, and faith.

• By elevating and nurturing children’s lives and literacy from the start, we are developing a pattern of

success that will have a direct and positive effect on our community for generations to come.
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3722 LAS VEGAS BLVD S 
UNIT 1508 
LAS VEGAS, NV
2 BEDS | 2 BATHS | 1,355 SQFT  

PRICE UPON REQUEST

The Essence of Luxury – boast 1,355+/- square feet of 

luxury living, razor-sharp attention to detail and jaw-

dropping design, Gourmet kitchen, Fabulous Master 

Retreat, Spa Inspired Master Bath. Spectacular 

remodeled custom 2 Bedroom, 2 bath Residents 

with new flooring and custom cabinets… available 

fully furnished. North facing residence offers views 

of iconic Las Vegas landmarks including the Eiffel 

Tower. The rooftop Sky Decks include infinity edge 

swimming pools, hot tubs, sun decks and summer 

kitchens. Resident fitness and locker rooms, billiards 

rooms and lounges are on the 37th floor. A private 

residential driveway leads to separate vehicle 

entrances, secured elevators and valet service, all 

monitored by 24-hour security. City Center offers, 

Aria 5 Star Hotel, Gaming, Dining, Entertainment and 

Shopping next door. 

Bob & J ill Barnhart
Residential Agent Inc.
Luxurious Estates
702.250.6062 | 702.280.2277
bobbarnhart@agentinc.co
jill@agentinc.co
CA DRE #01146007 | 01996997
NV DRE #0045572 | 0041344 202





44 WILDWING CT
LAS VEGAS, NV
5 BEDS | 9 BATHS | 8,888 SQFT   

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Magnificent modern luxury home 8,888+/- SQFT, 

Architecture & Design will Exceed Your Expectations, 

Exceptional Dining & Family room, Gourmet Kitchen, 

Great room, Movie Theater, Game Room, 2 Chic Wet 

Bar, Wellness Spa, Extraordinary Master Suite with 

Retreat, Spa Inspired Master Bath, 5 Luxury Guest 

Suites, Flex Office, Resort Style Pool & Spa

Bob & J ill Barnhart
Residential Agent Inc.
Luxurious Estates
702.250.6062 | 702.280.2277
bobbarnhart@agentinc.co
jill@agentinc.co
CA DRE #01146007 | 01996997
NV DRE #0045572 | 0041344
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48 AUGUSTA 
CANYON WAY 
LAS VEGAS, NV
9 BEDS | 13 BATHS | 18,210 SQFT   

PRICE UPON REQUEST

The Largest New Mansion For Sale in Vegas. Beverly 

Hills meets Vegas... $12 Million Dollar New Mega 

Mansion. Every detail of construction, architecture, 

interior design and world-class amenities have been 

executed to exceed your expectations, resulting in 

an unparalleled luxury experience. Gated Estate, 

Porte Cochere, 6 Car, Ultra-Lounge, Game Room, 

Resort Pool, Gym, Day-Spa, Office, Movie Theater, 

Basketball-court, Poker Room

Bob & J ill Barnhart
Residential Agent Inc.
Luxurious Estates
702.250.6062 | 702.280.2277
bobbarnhart@agentinc.co
jill@agentinc.co
CA DRE #01146007 | 01996997
NV DRE #0045572 | 0041344
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John McMonigle Teams with Jill and Bob Barnhart 
of Agentinc. to Sell Four-time NBA All Star 
Demarcus Cousins’ Illustrious Vegas Estate





When it comes to listing and relocating, no one does it bigger and 

better than Bob and Jill Barnhart. So when four-time NBA All Star 

Demarcus “Boogie” Cousins was ready to list his massive 20,000 

square foot mega-estate in Las Vegas, he knew where to turn.

With billions of dollars of sales under their belts and an elite rolodex 

at their disposal, Bob and Jill worked together to collaborate on 

the sale of Cousins’ mansion, making it one of Las Vegas’ most 

expensive sales of the year. 

“Demarcus has always been an extremely wonderful client to work 

with,” says Bob Barnhart, Founder of the renowned Luxurious Real 

Estate team. “He had a vision and an expectation of what he wanted, 

and Jill and I worked to sell his house at maximum profit while 

relocating him to his next ideal luxury home.”

Cousins’ Mediterranean influenced home is situated just a stone’s 

throw from the legendary Las Vegas Strip on nearly two gated acres, 

and features everything one of the NBA’s leading “big men” could 

possibly need.

“Obviously, with an NBA star, his home needed to be basketball-

centric,” says Jill Barnhart, Co-Founder of Luxurious Real Estate. “The 

estate comes with a full-sized indoor basketball court, world-class 

gym, and sports media center. Needless to say, Demarcus stayed 

on his A-game.”

But that’s not all the opulent palatial estate boasts. Guests are 

welcomed through a grand porte-cochere entrance and upon 

stepping inside will find an array of amenities too long to list, 

including restaurant quality chef’s kitchen, movie theater, elevator, 

billiards room, and wet bar. Outside on the sprawling grounds a 

magnificent pool with spa and waterfalls takes center stage, while 

a separate pool house with full kitchen provides the ultimate in 

outdoor desert luxury. 

“The estate is certainly something to behold,” says Bob Barnhart. 

“I love everything about it—the architecture, the light, the two-story 

living room—everything about the space creates a sense of total 

relaxation and majestic serenity.”

The home also includes a luxurious 5-star-resort-inspired primary 

suite with its own private deck overlooking the manicured grounds.

“Bob and Jill knew exactly how to market my home and I couldn’t be 

happier with what they were able to accomplish,” says Cousins. “This 

home is definitely one-of-a-kind, and it takes a certain type of person 

to appreciate all the amenities, personal touches, and features that 

come with it.”

John McMonigle    DRE #01123869

J ill Barnhart     DRE #01996997

Bob Barnhart     DRE #01146007



“Whether we’re placing our professional athletes in their ideal 

space, or selling their previous property, we are completely 

focused on providing them with the ideal sports/life balance,” 

says Bob. “That’s what we do best—elevate lifestyles.”

With the NFL and NHL already in Las Vegas, and the NBA 

considering a move to Sin City, professional athletes, celebrities, 

and high-level executives are actively searching for homes and 

buyers that fit their lifestyle demands, relocation requirements, 

and investment expectations.

“When we list a home like Demarcus’ we always have buyers in 

mind that would be a perfect match,” says Jill. “It didn’t take long 

for us to generate interest and come to a beneficial agreement 

for both the buyer and seller.” 

Bob and Jill Barnhart also helped Cousins find and purchase 

his latest luxury property. 

“Bob and Jill know how to make the process of selling, 

relocating, and buying easy—which is an incredible feat when 

you’re talking about moving someone who is constantly on the road 

from a 20,000 square foot place in Las Vegas.”

As luxury real estate and high-profile relocation specialists, The Bob 

and Jill Barnhart are widely regarded as one of the top teams in the 

entire country. 

“At the end of the day, we hang our hat on our dedication to service, 

as well as our strong relationships,” says Bob. “We take special care to 

understand and realize our luxury client’s goals, and we incorporate 

their vision into both listing, relocating, and acquiring new properties.”

For over 29 years, Bob and Jill have worked with world-class athletes, 

celebrities, executives, and entrepreneurs to both generate record-

shattering sales, as well as hand-select ultra-luxury properties that 

match lifestyle and location demands.

“We have a passion for real estate, and we have a knack for aligning with 

our clients’ vision,” says Jill. “It makes the entire process an exhilarating 

and exciting journey from start to finish for everyone involved.”
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40 DAYS
OF FARMING

40 days
of farming

BOOK

John McMonigle

www.40daysoffarming.com

AVAILABLE NOW ONLINE

By grounding your real estate career in love, 

faith, and hope, you can achieve the highest 

level of spiritual and financial success. Love. 

Faith. Hope. These three words are the basis 

of the journey you are about to embark upon. 

40 Days of Farming is a “countercultural” 

program designed to give you the spiritual, 

physical, mental, emotional, relational, 

financial, and vocational health necessary to 

succeed in today’s real estate industry. 40 

Days of Farming applies the over 7000 

promises of Scripture to your career, and 

includes a life-plan handed down by God, 

along with a proven business plan culled 

from Agent Inc. Founder and real estate 

expert John McMonigle’s decades of 

experience and success.
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www.ColginCellars.com

CLOSING NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

JOHN MCMONIGLE

I truly hope you enjoyed our latest issue of Elevated. Times change and the world continues to 

spin—but so far, 2021 has been a year to remember for all the right reasons. 2021 has been about 

gratitude, acceptance, and growth. 2021 has been about a new way of thinking, living, and relating to 

the world. Change is inevitable. It’s how we react to change that defines our existence. 

As for Agentinc., 2021 has been our biggest year yet, filled with numerous accomplishments and 

exciting announcements! To start, we’ve recently launched several ancillary companies designed to 

take your luxury real estate experience to the next level. With the launch of Agent Smart Home, Agent 

Ranch, Agent Concept, Agent Vineyard, and Agent Property Management, we’re providing our luxury 

clients with a multitude of fascinating design, property, and investment opportunities all under one 

roof and supported by veteran teams of experts and industry specialists. When I say Agentinc. 

provides world-class service across the entire spectrum of real estate, I truly mean it.

Like many of you, I’m proud to call Orange County home. I’m proud of our community for pulling 

together over the past months. I’m proud of our community for supporting businesses and families 

in need. I’m proud of our commitment to our way of life. But most of all, I’m proud that we continue 

to enhance and maintain one of the greatest communities in the entire world based upon our love, 

faith, and hope for each other. So, take a minute to be grateful for all the things you have right at your 

fingertips. Take a moment to inhale the fresh air, feel the warmth of the spring sun, listen to the sound 

of the waves and the squawk of a seagull. Be grateful you are here, wherever that may be.

God �e�! John McMonigle
Founder, Agent Inc.
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